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TUG BREAKS WHEN
RIG IS ON TRACK
Bailey Turns Back Somersault
And Is Saved.
Horses Killed and Buggy Demolished
By Illinois tented man
Train.
HE TS FOUND UNOONFICIOVS.
With a "cannon ball" passenger
train bearing down upon him at a
mile a minute, and a broken trace
preventing his progrese, Henry Bai-
ley, 29 year* old, of Pryorsburg,
few miles south of Paducah, on the
Illinois Central road performed a
circus stunt and today is alive. Ile
tumid a somersault out of the back
of bit buggy and escaped being
ground to death. His team of thor-
oughbred homes and buggy are thing's
of the east, the bereft% being killed
Instantly and the buggy being re-
duced to kindling wood In the twink-
ling of an eye.
Battey left home in Pryoreburg to
drive to eyingo. He drove his spirit-
ed horses and while trying to cross
the tracks of the Illinois Central
they balked. He failed to hear the
fast approaching train, It AAA No.
101, the fast Cincinnati-New Or-
leans flyer, with engine No. 1020,
the biggest on the !system, in charge
of Enginemen Joe McCann and Con-
ductor Dugan. Belley had little time
to think. BrIngiug his whip down on
the horses' hack, he started them
forward.
With a Snag the trace broke and
Bailey realised his desperate poet-
don. With a spring backwards he
turned a somereatilt out of his buggy
and landed in a heap beyond the
tracks
With a roar and a whower of ctn.
dere and dirt the flyer Painted- Mc-
Cann saw the trade hut too ate to
stop. His emersaory brake tumbled
ottesengers from their seats and the
testa was stopped within a remark-
able short cl /seance.
The horses were struck and instant
ly killed. The buggy Was a beep of
*Melling wood.
Bailey wee semi-conscious and wait
taken to his home in Preorsburg,
where medical attention was secured.
No bones were broken but he suf-
fers from coneusalom in allghUng on
his head.
JEWELS MISSING,
Chicago Pollee Seek Clew to Mur-
der of Actress.
Chicago Oct. 23.-Every availa-
ble Chicago detective was assigned
today to the search for the diamonds
stolen from the room of Mrs. Marga-
ret Leslie, the actress, declared to
have been murdered In the Palace
Hotel. That the jewelry was worn by
the woman when she went to her
room is admitted by the police who
have questioned a score of witness-
es. Upon its discovery hinges their
only hope of unraveling the mystery.
DESERTERS
- -
Tired of Their Confinement at Jeffer-
son Barracks.
Bt. Louts, Mo., Oct. 23.-Charles
W. Walter, of troop A., Thirteenth
cavalry, and Private John W. Tay-
lor, of the Twenty-second Infantry,
serving terms at Jefferson Barracks
for desertion, today overpowered the
guard and after securing hie arms
and money, forced him to accompa-
ny them to a point near at. L01111.,




Cep& Boynton (liven a Six-Months'
Sentence.
- •
New York, Oct. 23.-Capt. Geo
Boynton pleaded guilty today in the
United States circuit court to the
charge of being a party to a plan for
counterfeiting silver coins of Vene-
zuela for the purpose of financing a
revolution in that country. He WAR
sentenced to six months in the
Kings county penitentiary.
STRUCK FLOATING MINE.
Russian ('toasting Steamer Founders
ISO Persona neatening.
London, Oct. 23.- A dispatch re-
eeived from VledIvoetok by Lloyd's
agency, saye the Russian wooden
coasting steamer Warjarla struck
floating mine and fotrodetsed on Oc-
tober 20. Some of her passengers
and crew were saved. hnt ISO persona
were (frowned.
JAPS
Receive no Encouragement From the
Clover ..nt.
London, Oct. 23.-The Tokio cor-
respondent of the Expired' cables that
the Japanese government is endeav-
oring to minimise, as much as possi-
ble, the auti-Amerleaa sentiment.
Authorities have issued reassuring
statements in semil-official newspa-
pers. The ministry of the Interior is
discouraging mass meetings, and sev-
eral anti-American agitators have
been warned that they will be se-
verely dealt with if they persist In
their campaign.
TAKES A WIFE
LLOYD GRIMES, POPULAR I. C.
MAN WEDS.
Newbern, Tenn., Young society Wo-
man, Miss Kaiak Hunt, Choke
of radaralitin,
Mr. Lloyd (Daddy) Grimes, travel.
Ing engineer of the Tennessee
ot the Illinois Central railroad,
was mitered last evening to Miss Sal-
lie Hurt, an attractive young woman
of Newborn, Tenn., at Newborn at the
residence of the bride, the Rev. C.
Evans °dictating, was one of the
events of the season in Newbern, Mr.
Grimes is a Paducah boy, formerly
an englasper on the Illinois Central.
and was at one time trainmauter here
He resigned and aecepted the position
of traveling engineer on the Tonnes-
nee division, a position he has held
with credit to himself for nevem!
years. Ha bride is one of the most
popular and attractive young women
of western Teammates and comes from
a prominent family. Those In attend-
ance were B. J. Feeney, traveling en-
gineer of the Louisville division of
the Illinois Central; 'Engineer Joe
Readmit, Paducah; Jame', McNamara,
supervisor of the road at Memphis;
Engineer Walter Shepherd, Fulton;
R. M. Alcott, C. Ellington, Fulton.
and Tralumaater T. Dubbs.
INSTITUTE
WILL BE REPEATED IN PADC-
C 1H NEXT YEAR.
Farmers Who Did Not Attend This
Year Express Regret-All Will
Ourne in the Future,
Another big farmers' institute will
be held in Padutela next year, and
there Ls DO doubt In the minds of the
promoters of the recent institute
about the attendance.
Hubert Vreeland. tommiseltmer of
agriculture, was not at all disheart-
ened over the small attendance. The
Institute la an franeeatIon In western
Kentucky and the farmers* were not
Inclined to spare the time to attend.
Those who did, however, have
been talking about the meeting, mid
others expressed their regret at not
coming, while those who attended
Saturday wished they had heard the
rest of the program.
The next institute may not be so
general in its scope, bet it is expect-
ed that the date will help by sending
speakers of note, and probably it
will in every way equal the one this
year for merit.
RIG APPROPRIATION
As Result of Recent Storms for
Rivers and Harbors,
%)"sabflaton. Oct. 23.- Gen. Mc-
Kenai*. chief of engineers, is reeeiv-
Ink Information unoMeially 61 cen-
t:tie damage done in rivers and
harbors to government works and
Pleats by recent storm. If, the south.
Reports will he obtained of all such
Injury-and 44.struction-lit time to
Include estimates (dl- them in the
rivers and harbors appropriation bill
at the next session of congeal^. It
Is now fairly settled that such a bill
will be introduced by Chairman Stir-
ton and that the house leaders are
agreed it shall pass. It is said the
bill will aporopriate not lees than
$55.000,000.
London Got All Gold.
London, Oct. 23.-All the gold
available in the open market today.
$1.250;000, was secured by the Bank
of England. There was no competi-
tion on the part of the United States,
and the price was reduced an eighth
of a penny, indenting the belief on
the part of the bank that it will be
able to build up its reserve by secur-
ing larger amounts of the metal avail-
able next week,
Consulates Making Money.
Vetahington, Oct 23.-The annual
Bryan In 'adieu& report of the auditor for , the Mate
Kokomo, Oct. 23.- Bryan is on and other departments !Mons that for
ble Indiatta tour. He addressed a the first time in texteen years the
crowd of 4,000 here this morning. He consular fees received by the govern-







Adventure of Warren Sights
On Broadway.
Stranger Followed Him and Denutml-
ed His Money-Request %let
With RION
WAS NERVE TRYING ORDEAL.
•
After leaving his work in the
American-German National bank laat
night at 2 o'clock, Mr. Warren
Sights, note clerk in that bank, was
stopped in front of the Empire fiats
on Broadway near Seventh street, by
an unknown man, who mumbled a
demand for all ht. had. 'The man had
followed him from the bank building,
'2 27 Broadway.
Mr. Sights knew the man was fol-
lowing him, and when he felt his sain
grasped, he asked the man roughe
what he wanted, and when the reply,
demanding what he had, was made,
Mr. lialglits struck the man full in the
face with his flat, which remised the
man to drop his hold and run. With
orders to the man to keep moving,
Mr. Sights turned into the doorway
of his 'home at Seventh street and
Broadway, and paid no further at-
tention to the incident.
Mr. Sights had work. at the bank
tast night until a late hour. and at 2
o'clock locked up and started home
He notked a man of average build
and wearing a ett- when be went out,
end by the time he reached the post-
office, be knew the man was follow-
ing him.
He requested a colored man stand-
ing on the steps of the postotilee to
watch the man while be went into
the bulldJng, to see If he was follow-
ing him. The man stopped behind
a post on the opposite aide of the
street.
Then walking down the right hand
side of Broadway, with the man fol-
lowing on the left hand side, Mr.
Sights (Tooted over to that side at
Sixth Street and Broadway, picking
up a brick us he walked. When he
walked slow the man walked slow.
and the same eolacideace orearred
when he walked fast.
In front of the Empire flats the
man caught up with him and grab-
bed his arm. Determined action on
Mr. Sight's, part probably frightened
the man, who ran after receiving a
blow In the face.
Just before Mr. Sights left the
bank., three patrolmen on their night
treats came into the bank and greeted
him as tiRUR: when he works late.
The only explanation is that the man
thought he probably would have
money on his person as he was com-
ing out of a bank, and followed hint
to Seventh street which was deserted
at that hour.
As near as Mr. Sights; could de-
scribe, the rn.an was. of medium build
wore a eap and seemed to he past
middle age.
DEPOSITS
TO FACILITATE GOLD IMPORTA-
TION ARE STOPPED,
National Bank Circulation Stimulated
to Extent of Eighteen Million
Dollars.
New York, Oct. 23.- thicretary
Shaw authorizes the announcement
today that depoeits to facilitate gold
importations will be diecoatinued.
Secretary Shaw also announced
that_ha_scould _stimulate ..11412.i0Aal
bank circulation to the extent of $114.-
000,1300 by accepting approved Meer-
Hatt and government bombs for de-
posits already made,
Washington, Oct. 23.- Acting SAC.
retary Keep, of the treasury depart-
ment, announced today applleations
here for the increase in "national
hank circulation under Secretary
Shaw's $18.1100.0'30 offer will be
acted favorably upon in order in
which received.
Pay Clerk Arrested.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 23.-A.. S.
Porter, who was pay clerk for Post-
master Dexter Tiffany, Jr., of the
battleship Rhode Island. has been
formally placed under arrest on
that ship, on a charge of having mis-
appropriated funds.
It hi the daily average Oren-
lation of a newspaper that the
'shrewd advertiser investigate-
"High Water" days don't 'oust..




LOOS tee MUCH SToCK
Deliver. Oet.
 lacing last Statuette morn-
ing tereptegatee a depth t.f
inches. Traffic le delayed at all
points. Partners will suffer se-
verely from crop losses all over
the state. Cattle raisers also are
feeling the effects of the storm.
Cold weather exists over the en-
tire date. 51119W CM sOnte
places to a depth of five feet
HOUSE OF LORDS
MAY LOSE POWER
Breach Between It And Com-
mons Is Widening.
aliarlhoroughs Are Hat hag Trouble
and Separation Slay Result
Front Present Situation,
PICQUART GOE8 tRINET
London Oct. 21.-Importance is
attached to the session of parliament
which opened toda.y in view of the
possibility before hie final adjourn-
ment of the bread* already existing
betweeu the commons and' house of
lords, becoming tio wide that active
steps may be undertaken to abolish
the hereditary upper house. An ap-
peal to the country on the propool-
eon either to •bollab the house of
lords or take away its powers Is re-
garded as the certain outcome of the
struggle unless; a winpromise Is ar-
ranged.
Preson Ctil to Cabinet.
Parts, Oct. 23.  rom prison cell
to a position in ,t French cabinet
will Le the arse Ishment of Gen-
eral Plequart. the beraffho suf-
fered Itnprilsonme for support
of Major Dreyfus, has accepted the





it in now al-
leg.ed that a grastettanse is the rea-
son for the determination of the
Michele; of Marlborough to separate
from the duke forever. It Is asaertel
that le.tnpathy of the duchess was
evoked on behalf of a charming
young lady who was the victim of
severe domestic trouble. The duchess
met the young woman while travel-
ing on the comment. and after a
few months' acquaintance invited her
to visit Blenholm Castle. The duch-
ess and the young lady became inti-
mate friends, and for a time all went
well Suddenly however the eyes of
the duchess were opened to the fact
that her husband was paying the
charming young woman more atten-
tion than was necesaary, and subse-
quent developments may be left to
the Imagination.
A Society Event.
The wedding of Consnelo Vander-
bilt, daughter of W. K. Vanderbilt.
by his first wife, now Mrs. H. P. Bel-
mont, to the young Duke of 'Marl-
borough, in St. Thomas' church. on
November 6, 1895. was New York
societyl greatest event.
WIFE SUICIDE, SEEKS DEATH
Husband Tries lo End Life When
Young spouse Takes Poison.
Evansville, Ind., Oct. 23.- Mrs.
May Brenner, aged 20, while seated
beside her baby'e crib took corrosive
sublimate today and died. Her hus-
band was so overcome by grief that
he tried to kill himself and It re-
quired three men to overpower him.
Hold Court on A Train.
Mapleton, Is.. Oct. °3.- Court
Was held on a Northwestern train at
Mapleton today and Claude Fischer,
arcused of agent:ling MIAs Minnie
Baker, was bound over In $2,000
bonds and taken to jail at Ottawa.
The authorities feared that an at-
tempt might be made to lynch Fisch-
er were he tried in _town.
General Strike In Poland.
Warsaw, Poland, Oct. 23.-Sere
taus trouble is anticipated here to-
morrow In consequence of the sud-
den calling of a general strike in-
tended as a protest against the exe-
cution of a number of Socialists sen-
tenced to death and condemned by
drum-head court-martial.
Independent,* Use Scales.
, New York, Oct, 23.-The hoard of
'elections today sustained the conten-
tions of the Independence League
I that it has the exclusive right to the
1 ilir of that name and to the emblem.
a pair of ecakee.
Three Miners Killed.
Pittsburg. Kan.. Oct. 23.-- Three
Austrian miners were killed anti a
fourth probably fatally burned to-
day by the explosion of powder in a




Mrs. J. II. Oberhausen Thrown
Out And Injured.
Horse hiss-ante Unmanageable and
Delfts-emote' Could Not Avoid
Accident.
OTHER OCCUPANTS UNINJURED
Mrs. J. H. Oberhausen, of 521
South Nineteenth street, was serious-
ly injured at Eleventh and Jefferson
streets at 7 o'tlock this morning by
being thrown front her surrey, the
result of a collision with a delivery
wagon of ('. F. Schrader, grocer, In
charge of "Boss" Bradley, colored.
There were five other persons in the
surrey, but they kept their seats and
escaped Injury.
Mrs. Oberbausen was accompanied
by Mrs. C. W. Wooldridge and Mrs.
Catherine Oberhausen, her mother-
in-law, and Eddie. EMit and Annie
Oberhausen, her children. They were
coming in to church, and a train
passed as they neared the corner.
Mrs. Oberhausen was inspecting the
debris of a wrecke0 wagon and her
horse reared while she was unaware
of the train's approach.
The animal became unruly. It
ran from one side of the street to the
other, so state spectators, and Brad-
ley. JevIng the Schrader horse, was
going west on Jefferson. He tried to
get out of the way, he states, but
was nnsuccessful. Bradley alleges
that the Oberhausen horse ran into
his.
The front wheel of the delivery
wagon met that of the surrey and
the surrey was partly thrown over.
Mrs. Oberhausen was unable to keep
her neat and with a ecream let go.
She alighted on the street, her
head striking with force sufficient to
render her uneonscioue. She was
Picked up, carried into the residence
of Mr. J. K. Omer. 1012 Jefferson
street and Dr. R. B. Griffith Was
summoned.
The physician found her suffering
fresr several bruises about the boly
and concussion of the brain. She
suffered no broken hones. When she
recovered sufficiently to be remove!.
her husbaud, an attache of the Illi-
nois Central. took her borne.
The buggy was but slightly dam-
aged, the shafts being broken. The
wheel of the grocery wagon locked
with the surrey froqt wheels. But
for this Mrs. Oberhausen might have
bees able to retain her seat.
Is In Penitentiary.
Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 23.-Her-
man Thompson, the negro who at-
tempted to assault- little Cattle Belle
Cain Friday, and for whom an arm-
ed mob has been scouring Alabama
ever since, is now serving a 20 year





Thomas A. Edison Again Proves
Himself a Wizard With New
Storage Battery.
New York, Oct. 23.- Thomas A
Edison has accomplished a surprise
for the world. He has werked out
successfully the problem of cheap
power. Ile promises to put on the
market within six me/Mire new sto-
rage battery which will enable ev-
ery man to travel In his own private
carriage at about the cost of car fare.
Without danger, without break-
downs: without cost, almost a car-
riage, once supplied with the new
power for $200, will travel without
repairs for 15 years, for 100,000
miles If necessary, says the wizard.
ItOlt STDRE WITH l'ItON'D NEAR
Daring Burglary t' ))))) netted le. Ke-
nods,* Busineee Destrict.
Kentelet, Wee, Oct. 23.---A most
daring burglary was committed here
tonight when unknown men cut out
a part of the window of the T. J.
Dale jewelry store and took watches
and jewelry valued at several hun-
dred dollars. The store is in the
heart of the business district and
many people must have passed while
the robbers were. at work. The men





WORKING ON WALLS OF' FIRST
HAMM IttelsIS OF' PAI.MER.
Progress Is Rapid and Mono' Offices
Stein May Be upied by the
Tenants.
Fresco artists started to work this
morning on the walls of the new
barber shop at the Palmer hotel. The
walls of the whole lower floor of the
hotel will be frescoed. Marble wains-
coting will reach up four feet from
the floor and the furniture in the
ticket Wiles-, confectionery store, tai-
lor shop, cafe, barber shop, billiard
room and bar will be all mahogany
The work of the ground floor of
the hotel is advancing rapidly and
several of the store rooms will be
ready for oreupancy by the first of
next week. The front half of the
lobby will be in condition to move
the office Into it this week and the
back half then will be renovated.
The American dining rooni is near
completion and the billiard rooms
will have new tables.
Collies% Resumes Place.
Paris, Oct. 23.-Callieux. former
minister of finance, has accepted the
finance portfolio In the neiv cabinet
CUT IN FEES
WILL BE SUBJMT OF DISCUS-'
SION Ill' DOCTORS.
County Association Will Consider
Action of "Big Three" Inoue
once Companies.
To 
diariesamnation of applicants for Insur-
ance will he the object of the meet-
ing tonight of the McCracken County
Medical society. "The Big Three' in-
surance companies have cut the doc-
tor's fee for examining applicants
for life insurance from $5 to $3. The
$3 fee will be given for all examina-
tions where the policy is under $5,-
000 and $5 where It is above $5,000.
'The state society passed a resolution
against this cut.
Accused of Smuggling Japanese.
Victoria, B. C., Oct. 23.-The Jap-
anese schormer &Ilan Marti is held
here charged with attempting to
smuggle a number of Japanese into
Canada. Twenty-two Japanese out
of fifty-three on board were leaded
near here. The captain said heavy
weather had blown the boat from the
Copper Islands, where it has been en-
gaged in fishing.
MOMS VIVENDI
Between Church and State Poecable,
Says Bishop Ctutoon.
Nice, France. Oct. 23 -While die-
claiming to speak by the authority of
the pope, Bethop Chapon. in an inter-
view today, flatly declared his con-
viction that if the heirachy. through
the bishops, Is given the right by the
eownell of date to decide on the reg-
ularity of the, cultural associations In
France, to which church property
may be iserrendered, a rnodus vivendi
between the chursth Ord the goiern-
meat Is possible, andlile witless:I will
not insist on parliamentary action
in this connection.
Flunked in Endurance Run.
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 23,-At
ter two hours of the four hours en-
durance run during whreh her aver-
age speed exceeded 23 knots, the
new cruiser California was today
compelled to put back to port on ac-
count of defective beitreng.
Fairbanks on Go.
Tulsa, Oct. 23.---Vice President
Fairbanks traveled through the In-
dian Territory today spetaking at a
dozen different cities from the rear
platform of his special train. To-
morrow he will make a run through
Arkansas.
Stenitlandle Rank Is Sold.
Chicago, Oct. 23.---Jedge Brenta-
no today authorized the sale of the
ee"'e'''e Milwaukee Avenue State bank to the
Aimee; realization committee for
d r/20.000. The bank's stock had a
face value of $1,300,000.
WEATHER - Showers tos
night and Wednesday. Wednes- 1
day cooler. The highest tents
perature reached yesterday was
$O and the lowed today was 141.
Hard Fight In New York,
Chicago, Oct. 23.-Speaker Can
non arrived today Diem New York
where he made five speeches with
reference to the situation there, he
I said, "It's a hard close light but the
Republican ticket will be elected."
KNOCKED DOWN
AND TRAMPLED
Mrs. John S. Bleccker Suffers
Severe Injuries.
Wee Bolding Horse's Head While
1,111.11 liii 111,11
Ciave
HOOPS AND WHEEllat BRUist
a
While standing on the Blandville
road just beyond Wallace park hold-
ing the head of hr horse, which was
frightened by as approaching run-
away, Mrs. John S. Bieecker was
knocked down by the forward plunge
of the horse and the buggy passed
over her body. Beside the bruises
from the buggy whetals. Mrs. Bleecker
was injured by the horse stepping ou
her ankle with the sharp ternover of
the horse's shoe. She is rowels well
today but will be confined to the
house several days with her injuries,
Observing the rapid approach of a
driverless runaway team down Ult.
Lone Oak road, Mrs. Bleecksr and
Mrs. Lloyd Boswell who was in the
buggy with her, got out of the vahi-
eie and Mrs. Bitsecker went to the
lore's head to quiet him. They
were *standing at the intersection of
the Blandville rued with the Lone
Oak road, and when the runawaY
team passed in front of them Mrs
Bleecker's horse plunged forward,
knocking her down Ind the buggy
pawed over her budie
Securing automobiles from Fore-
man Bros. Mr. John S. Bleecker, man-
ager of the Paducah Traction com-
pany, with doctors, went to the scene
of the accident. and Mrs. Bleeckere
Injuries soon were dressed and she
was brought back to the city. No
bones were broken.
The runaway team demolished the
wagon, %bleb belonged to a coun-
tryman,
KIND PEOPLE
Furnish Waif With Clothe". and Po.
lice Take Interest.
Harry Miner, yesterday a street
gamin, Is today a gentleman as far
as the clothes go He is furnished
from head to foot and looks d:fferent
from the boy who yeeterday sat on
the bench In police court waiting for
the authorities to decide what to dc
with him. The boy came here with
an itinerante preacher who was sent
out of town He had been lief ig
from "hand to mouth" and Chief
Collins took him in charge. Patrol-
men Terreil anti Brennan ware the
patrons of the boy and B, Weille and
the Grand Leader gave clothes, cap
arid stockings, underwear and several
outer garments. The polite are try-
ing to find the boy a home. He is a
willing worker and honest.
alter NTED ROBBEa
Loot Rank and l'imr Stores and Kill
Spectator.
Caebontiale, Ill., Oct. 23.- The
Floyd bank, of Verge/eke, a village
In the northwestern part of this Nein.
ty, was dynamited this morning by
tout mounted robbers. The noise of
the explosion aroused the villagers
Abraham Kimniel, proprietor of the
Kimmel hotel, was fatally wounded
in the abdomen by a bullet from tile
revolver of one of the highwaymen.
Four stores had ereviously been en-
tered and looted of smell amounts of
goods.
ANN %MUM POLICE CHIEF' SHOT'
Poem. With a Rope Scouting the
l'ountry tar His Isetallant,
Ann Arbor, Mich., Oct. U.-Chief'
of Police Masten was shot and dan
gerously wounded last night by Ra
mond Kent, said to be a cocaine fiend
seam he was trying to arrest- Kent
had some trouble In a colored bil-
liard roome- and was returning to
the place from his home with a shot-
gun when he encountered the chief.
Kent Is still at large, but a posse of
men armed with a rope Is seourIng
the coudtry In search of him.
FALlite UNDIER HORSE; KILLED.
Student at V ineennes University
Meets Death In !Udell-
Vineennes. Ind., Oct. 23.-While
riding a spirited horse this afternoon,
Clinton Hogue. 19 years old a stu-
dent of the Vincennes university, and
eon of John D. Hogue, was instantly
killed. Hogue fell under the horse
and his skull was crushed on a stone
curb
Car Overturns*.
Schenectady, N Y., Oct. 23.- A
crowded car on the Troy division of
the Schenectady line, failed to take
a switch today and jumped the track,
overturned and more thaw* dasen








Capacity House Last Night.
It was III a capacity hams, of well
pleased people that the Depew-Bur-
dette Block company opened their
week's engagement at the Kentucky
theater last night. Standing room
drown stairs balcony and gallery was
the rule, and the applause that gree-
ted the actors in the "Power of
Truth," the evening's hill. Was vo-
ciferous and frequent. The company,
headed by the comedian. Thomas E
DePew Is of uniform excellence Be-
Thomas E. Is ri•i% , .1% MOM
diem ha "Iles ensnitry Eery.- at The
Keddisrky tonight.
- ----
iween acts eie, it are letroduced
to while away thc time. Miss Minnie
DuPree billed as the champion la-
dy buck and wing dancer, wears a
medal to prove her claims, and de-
lighted the audience, which called
her bark twice. Tonight's i,1 is "A
Couatry Boy."
•
Warts Fund tii Ei.tablikli Home.
Chicago. Ili., Oct --A home for
*tears and ietreeies who have con-
tracted pulmonary troubles Is to be
totalled and maintaleed- 40-091epads.
The plan originated with George M.
Cohan. the actor, who announced to-
day that he would subseribe $5.000
in earth- to start the fund and In ad-
*non to this wee+d give special mat-
inee performances each week as long
as he appears before the public, the
gross recePots to be turned over to
the fund. Cohan will ask all leading
actors and theater managers through-
-out the country to co-operate with
him.
A happy thought.Mrs.Austin's Pan-
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Sell on installments and
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Dr. Wiley Wants An Alcohol
Clans And ni;ets It.
!hetes. to Experiment with Different
Wilton% on the Haman
System.
HUSBAND OH Mille lAssES
Washington, Oct. 23.-- The inten-
tion of Dr. Wiley. chief chemist of
'le agricultural department, to es-
an alcohol class for'the per-
of conduct:lig experiments upon
he effect of alcohol on the system.
,..11 not lack subjects. It is-reported
. hat the doctor Is getting &polka-
Ions 'by the bushel, but most of
• hem seem to indicate that the
would-be subject has already reach-
1 k.uch a stage of alcoholism as
sould make the test of little merit.
Husband or Wife to Lose Job.
1Vashington, Oct. 2. -President
itoosevelt has decided to eject from
government acre c.- the husband
wife where both are employed. He
ha; called upon the ctve service corn-
rn salon for a l.st of names of such
eniployes. When thlii list has been
furnished, under direction of the
president, the husband and wife who
are both upon Uncle Sam's pay roll
will he given an opportnnIt) to de-
ride which shall remain and which
shall resign. If no agreement is
reached one or the other will be
dismissed The president will inter-
pose no objection to the employment
of women whose husbands are living
but are not In the government ser-
vice, nor will he attempt to regulate
the number of members of any fam-
ily who shall be given government
emp.oyment further than to make it
Impossible for both the husband and
the wife to remain upon the pay
rolls. It is estimated that in Wash-
ington alone there are at least 100
cases where both husband and wife
are In the government service. In
some instances the marital relations
are secret and the wife appears upon
the pay rolls ender her maiden
name
Dorton for Supreme Rens*.
Washington.!) C, Oct. 23.---Talk
of Judge Horace M. Lurton, of Ten-
nessee for the vacancy OD tba su-
preme bench, made by the retirement
of Justioe Brown Is revived in Wash-
ington today.
l'h Speak for Comma.
Washington, Oct. 23.—After a
conference with the president It was
announced today that Secretary Taft
will take the stump for Speaker Can-
non who is being opposed by organ-
ised labor. Next Monday Taft will
speak at Lancaster and Logan. Ohio.
Prom Ohio he will go to Illinois to
speak for Cannon.
Will %left Porto Rico.
President-Roosevelt has decided to
v1411 Porto Rico next month when he
makes his trip to the canal zone Ac-
cording to present plans be will go
to San Juan immediately after tie
tonipletes a three days' inspection of
the great work on the Isthmus.
AT P.ADIUCIAH
Ilmancipation Day Celebentines Will
('out lane.
Joe Mosely, colored, excursion
agent for the Illinois Central. was in
Paducah today the bearer of news of
importance and satisfaction to the
colored population. ft is relative to
the emancipation celebrations here
sad briefly stated is that the celebra-
tions will eontinue. Mosely looks af-
ter all colored excursions for the
road. Re was in charge of the Eighth
of August traina, and a letter was
referred to him by °Metals at Chica-
go, asking that -the celebrations be
transferred to Cairo from Paducah
aer offering inducements, Mosely
wired hack that Paducah la the only
place-and was sustained.
German Asleep Since June 20.
Berlin, Oct. 23.--Prof. Eulenberg
reports in the Medical Weekly the
ise of a patient who has been asleep
•eadily since June 20. 1904. The
.,an, who is 45 years old, fell from
street car at the time mentioned
struck on the back of his head.
;hen he was taken home it was
Ind that he was suffering from
,ncussion of the brain, but he was
nsible of his surroundings. While
,4. doctors were examining him h•
fell asleep and has been In that con-
dition ever since. He lies In bed.
frowning heavily all the time. His
limbs are flexible, but his skin has
lost its color. He shows RensibIlity
when food Is placed to his lips, and
.'hews it mechanically.
Well Known People Wed.
Mr. Abe Anspachar, a retired capi-
talist formerly connected with the
City National bank, and Miss Rattle
Berger, of tie north side, were mar-
ried this morning. • The couple left
Immediate: for the west and will
tour Califf,rnia end other western
states
—Ask your grocer for %Ionise,
Floor, the best that is made.
ass.......41014.00.0006
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
BANANA
icup • - Ipana li'elidn.r&t. Wee
Swept Away by Rarriessor.
New Orleans, La., Oct. 23---Steam-
er Anselm, which arrived here today.
reported that so great was the de-
struction by the hurricane watch
preceded the Cuban storm in point
of time and struck the meet of Span-
ish Honduras that not a bunch of ba-
nanas was to be secured from the
coast' The Anselm had 4,000 bunch-
es of bananas aboard, although she
usually carried about 15,000 bunch-
es
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer— L. K. McAlpin, Metropo-
lis, Ill.; H. Salmon, New York; J. T.
Moss, St. Louis; F. IP Lutz, lemia-
sills; George Cramer, Cincinnati; E.
W. Ss-beige', New Orleans; C. Buck.
La Center; H. Budd, Chicago; Vol
Farquhar. Pittsburg; W. H. Julies.
Nashville; 8, MsGaveck. Elyracunt, N.
Y.: N. Bamberger. Indianapolis; C.
A. Lott, New York: M. J. Motech, St.
bouts; G. A. Halsey, Chicago; W. L.
Hudson, Louisville.
Belvedere—A C. Vach, Chleage;
T. M. Jones, Reedville N. C.: R. S.
Ehrman, Pittsburg; F. Johnson. iff.
Louis: C. A. Smith, New York; D.
Home Columbus, 0.: J. E Wright,
IMUOVIIIC J. W• Landrum, Smith-
land,
Woke His Nose.
Faille( from a high stack of lum-
ber this teaming, John Weillauf, the
well Snow.* Illinoia Ceotrel mechanic
sustained a fracture of hie nose sad
is disabled. Weitlauf rues a ma-
chine in the I. C. planing mill. fie
went out into the stock yard no look
for lumber and while stepping front
one stark to the other, • loose board
caused him to hate his balance. He
alighted between the stacks of lim-
ber on his heed.
A cold Is mach more *salty curet
when the bowels are open Kennedy's
Laxative Honey and Tar opens the  
bowels and drivel the cold out of the  
system In young or old gold hy
Laag Bros.
lide•ritance Tax ('ame.
Th.- new inheritance tax law of
Kentucky will be operative /or, the
first time in the case of Louis Miles.,
an aged miser, who died In Louis.
villa, leaving an estate valued at 2 1'
Otte. It is said that the inherltat.,
tax and delieguent clty, county and
state taxes will reduce the estate to
818.000.. The legatees named in his
wilt mainly are brothers in Germany
True and tried friends of the family
—DeWitt'. Little Early (Risers. Best
for results and best to take. De-
pendable URI* TbeY do '
gripe or sickea. Sold by Late Is ,
Notice to ('oat,-.., tars,
..atio••••.
TVESOAV, OCTOBER SS.
Drink Belvedere, The Paducah Beer
And  Promote a Home  Industry
EVERY time you order or call for BELVEDERE BEER youare furthering a home industry. The Paducah Brewery
Company employs only HOME LABOR, and adds to the pay
roles of Paducah, so every cent you spend for BELVEDERE re-
mains at home.
We don't solicit your business on that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled by any beer on the market. In
truth, we believe it surpasses any in purity, in taste and health-
giving qualities.
Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah Beer, next time. In fact,










Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.
11111•1111111111811111811•107111.111111111111a 
Bids will be received at the office
of Architect A. L. Lassiter for 4-on ;Iimemomp. 
tree work in Lang park up till no-'
Tuesday, October 22, 1906. Plan -
profile and specifications may he seen
at aboVe ales. The board of park
rommisaioners reserves the right to
reject any and all bids
Board of Park Commissioners.
D. G. MPRRELL, Pres,
GEO. W. WALTERS, Sec.
Malaria Claturese Lose of Appetite.
The Old Standard Grove's Taste-
less Chill Tonic drives out malaria
and builds up the system. Sold by
ail daslars for 27 years. Pries &Oa
NATURE'S WARNING
TO WOMEN
Nature always gives to. women a,
Plain warning at the beginning of
disease. These warnings are in thel
form of different pains and ,
resses, but the thing Nature *all,.
you against is always the same—uric;
acid
Nearly all wcmen's diseases are
caused by uric acid. Yet, did you,
over see any uric acid? Then jut'
set a /less of urine away over nig:,
and look rat it In the moraine. This
will tell you more of the cause of dis-
ease than could he printed in vol-
times. This uric acid, which you arte_i
in the glass, overloads yone blood.
It settles In the female organs and
causes all &settees of women. It is
tele acid that causes the backaches
that brings mental disorders and;
pain. and that causes yon to grow
tired so easily, wed that afterwaro
bringe ovarian or womb trout"
LIFE PLANT
LIFE PLANT rens- ci.
disorders and dIllettedi t dissolves
the uric acid out of the generative
organs encourages them to become
healthy and drives the poison out of
your blood. It *tures by removing the
camse of disease—uric acid.
LIFE PLANT la a simple. harmless
vegetable remedy. It is used by the
greatest specialists in the cure of
women's diseases. LWIC PLANT is
the greatest blessing science has ever
given to long suffering womankind.
If you want to know more of this
common Renee remedy, know more of
the common sense cure of disease,
write for a free copy of booklet show-
ing die Nein road to "Good Health."
Get a bottle of LIFE PLANT from
Your druggist today and write for
the booklet.






At this season of the year
use a
GAS HEATER
It will add immensely
to your
COMFORT
As an auxiliary to your
cokr • e you will find
able. With it you
make your dining
- room, sitting room or bed
room comfortable at any
hour when your coke fire
is insufficient.
AT rial Will Convince You




THE PADUCAH LIGHT AND POWER CO.
 4•411111:- —11.11.1.1r"
BUY YOUR COAL NOW
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Cats are irt great de-
mand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner you get your order
placed for your winter coal the quicker it can be
delivered.
Delays will be expensive to you, so °Her now.
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.




When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating ;question is •
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
132 South Fourth 33111 Kentucky Ave.
1:13th Phones 201
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.ve
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
[louse wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
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T HE greatest stove sale in the city's history is now being held at our store. Hundreds of Paducah women are availing
themselves of this exceptional opportunity. Get rid of your troublesome old stove and let us furnish you a splendid
new one, built on the Celebrated "Buck's" System, which means the greatest economy of fuel, cQmbined with the
greatest heating capacity. Here is the offer: We will put any Buck's Stove shown on our sample floor into your
home on thirty days free trial. If you find the stove satisfactory at the end of that time you may take advantage of
our liberal partial payment plan, or settle for it as you choose. If the stove does not "make good" return it to us at our ex-
pense. This offer is good for this week only, as the special arrangements with The Buck's Stove and Range Company
terminate Saturday, October 27th. Let us send you a stove tomorrow. Any Buck's Stove ordered during this sale will he
held for future delivery.
J16 J9
ANYTHING
you buy from us is sold
with our guarantee back
of it We must and will
satisfy ever y customer.
SEPTEMBER FORTNIGHTLY
e
WAS HARD MONTH ON MONT I CIA•B ORGANIZES FOR PI'RELY
CROPS IN KIINTIrcki, INTELLECTUAL PLEASURE.
Yield of Corn Is One Hundred and
Seven Percent—Tobeci end
Other Products.
Franiefort, Ky., Oct. 23.—Follow-
ing is the report of Hubert Vreeland.
commissioner of agriculture. for Sep
tember:
The month of September was very ,
untameable for the preparation of '
groend for towing wheat and oats
wad other fail work is eetanded
Heavy and continuous fans have de-
layed the cutting of corn, as also in-
juring its quality, camping It to rot
- to some extent. Tobacco has buf-
fered from excessive moisture and
much of It which was housed has
- been damaged be house-burning.
while that remaining on the sea
or stilt uncut.. roomed indicate a
poor quality and considerable loon ia
weight. In the burley district the
estimated yield compered to 19O5Is
90 per cent, while the estimate of
that housed to October 1 Is 77 per
rent of the crop. In the dark tobac-
iv district the collimate of yield com-
pared with 1905, is 80 per cont. sad
the figures show that the amount
helloed is 79 per cent of the crop.
The yield of corn over the entire
state as compared with last year is
very gratifying, being 107 per rent.
but some of it will be of Inferior
quality on account Of lack of sun-
shine. 'Reports indicate that the
acreage of ground prepared for wheat
compared with 19115 is only 85 per
cent. With favorable weather from
row on there Is time enough to ON
creme the sowing of this crop mater-
ally.
Pall pastures are the best knew%
for years and all stock is in good
condition. Very little titsesse is re-
ported among animals except In one
or two counties, where there is some
complaint of hog - cholera. Mules
are bringing fancy price& Sheep in
good demand. Hose scarce.
There is a general complifet Of a
dearth of labor and high wages. In
some localities it is almost impossi-
ble to obtain good hands at any
ilnlvacribe for the Sun.
Members Are Well known Educator*,
Weirder., Profeeelenal. Business
Men.
The "Fortnightly club- lo the
name of ft new organisation.
The officers are H. S. Wells, the
welt know* manufacturer of boxes
and baskets, president, and Prof. E.
G. Payne, principal of the High
echool secretary. The members are
Attorneys W. A. Berry and William
F. Bradshaw. Jr.; Alderman Palmer.
W. J. Hills superintendent of the N
C. & St.. L. railroad; Jacob Renedick,
C. M. Leib, superintendent of the
city schools: Drs. Vernon Blythe and
1.1. P. Sights, the Rev. David C.
Wright and Rabbi D. Loelte.h. Last
tight the club met with Attorney
leery and he ta I ked on Municipal
Oarnerablp._ The di•cuselen lasted
Arse boars. The club meets the tirit
sad Mirth Mondays at g o'clock In
the wiasing at the homes of members,
its Mimes, is to discuss all current
telletions. The membership ii• lim-
ited. The season is from October to
April.
BOMB IN CORN SHOCK WOUNDS it
Enemy Attempt, to kill Michigan
Fanner and Son.
lensing. Mich. Oct. 23.—Fred Hill
a farmer of Wheatfle:d twelve miles
east of here, sad his 8-year-old boy
were seriously injured this morning
by the explosion of an infernal ma-
chine that had been plated in a shock
Of corn and exploded when the shock
was overturned. Although badly
lacerated, both will probably recover.
Tennessee River Meeting.
Sheffield, Ala., Oct. 23 - A call
has been Issued for a meeting of the
Tennemee River Improvement asso-
ciation, and to the citizens of the
Tennessee Valley and Commercial
clubs therein and adjacent, to be held
at Sheffield, Ala., November 8. The
call is signed by Thomas H. Roulhac
.1president,_inid W 11 Hoyster, secre-
tary, -
The Largest flousefu7ishers in the WcIrld.
WARER.00MS 405-407 JEFFERSON STREET.
ROOM STRIPPED
COATS, HATS, TROUSERS AND
RED CIAITHING GO.
(hear Hoffman's Witte Vans police.
Who Diecoster Property of Other,.
In His Bundle,
Oscar Hoffman. colored employed
as a waiter at the St Nicholas hole
4 on South Third street, IR in jar
charged with lereeny. He conducted
his thefts. It Is alleged, on the whole-
I sale plan.
Hoffman w,nt home lest night and
carried a large bed quilt holding
coats, hats, trots/tees, sheets and
many other articles. - When tei
reached home at Ninth and Washing-
ton streets his wife refused to permit
him to bring the bundle inside, end
telephoned for tip attache of the ho-
tel te look at the good-a. 'Fe did and
recognised theta as coming from
rooms over a eaterm located next to
'7-the hotel. —
The stuff had been taken from the
rooms of Dick Hogan aid HarryT
Simmons, who occupy quarters over
the saloon. The beds were strimed
of nearly all the clothes.
The negro clelMed the goods were
given to him by• a stranger who use
gave him a drink out of a "black
bottle."
Propkos Lobby Meets.
Washington, Oct. -23.- -The execu-I
Hee committee of the people's 'ebb,.
held a meeting here today. It Is ex-
pected offfeers will be elected and
work for the coming winter will b--
maPPed out. The closest kind of tat,
will be kept on senators and mem-
bers of the house.
The oldest royal house In Edropc
Is that of Mecklenburg. It traces its
descent from Genseric, who sacked UMW
Rome in A. D, 155, SOLD III
•
Comfort and Economy
The Wilson responds so accurately
and unfailingly to its dampers that when
the room u is once warmed, by opening' the draft
wide 'you can set the dampers and maintain
an absolutely even and healthful temperature.
With a WILSON WOOD HEATER
it is just as comfortable in the farthe..t rorner
of the room as it is within a few feet of the heater.
This means health and comfort.
The patent It Blast Down-Draft, found
only in the Wilson, consumes every particle oi
burnable elements in the wood, thus giving
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ALL THINGS
to furnish the home can
be found here We will
be pleased to show you
over our mammoth stock.
TO LET
Several superior offices' on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
For ()nick Pittore Framiog
ald Wall Paper*
D,,h.t forget the ph,.•
iur new ann-up-to-date
goiTds have arrivectand
we ask that you have
v it r rooms papered
and your pict urea Tram-
ed before the holiday
rush. This picture will
he given free with any
erderiif framing as well
pa pc inv.
Sanderson & Co.
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SOLD PIT lakNe MOIL
DYSPEPSIA CURE
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
Gay Nance. Lee Nance, Jr. M. Nance, Rinhalmer
Whit•Ambolanr• for Sick and InJurod
QUY !VANCE Sr SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
Now Plinnts .A34. Old Plume 694
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irispacity Hesse Lest Night.
it was to a capacity bowie of well
pleased people that the Depew-Bur-
dette Stock company opened their
week's engagement at the Kentucky
theater last night. Standing room
down stairs balcony and gallery was
the rule, and the applause that gree-
ted the actors in the "Power of
Teeth," the evening's bill, was vo-
ciferous and frequent. The company,
headed by the comedian. Thomaa E.
DePew is of uniform excellence. Be-
Thomas F. Detre. as Mel Maun-
ders, in -The ceentry Hoe." re The
Kentucky tonight.
tween acts •pei are introduced
to wbile away the time. Miss Minnie
DuPree billed as the champion la-
dy buck and wing danoer, wears a
medal to prove her claims, and de-
lighted the audience, which cal:ed
her back twice. Tonight's bill la "A
Couetry Boy.-
•
gears* Fund to Fatablish Home.
Chicago. 111, (et :ill --A home for
17 actors and a sses who have con-
tracted pulmonary
towelled toed Maintained to-Getosedo.
The plan originated with George M
Cohen. the actor, who announced to-
day that he would subscribe $5.000
in cash- to start the fund and in ad-
dition to this would give special mal-
tase performances each week as long
as he aPPIers before the public, the
gross recellte to be turned over to
the fund. Cohan will ask all leading
actors and theater managers through-
out the country to co-operate with
him.
A happy thought.Mrs.Austin's Pan-
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Dr. Wiley Wants An Aleohol
Class And filets It.
Desiree to F.xperitnest with Different
Matures ea the Human
Speen'.
HUSBAND Oft WIFE LOSES
a
'Washington, Oct. 2i1.- The inten-
tion of Dr. Wiley. chief chemist of
the agricultural department, to es-
tablish an alcohol class for'llte pur-
pose of conducting experiments upon
the effect of alcohol on the system,
not lark subjects. It is reported
'bat the doctor is getting applies-
Ions by the barbel, but most of
,hem seem to indicate that the
would-be subject has already reach-
such a stage of alcoholism as
could make the test of little merit.
•••••M•=111.1IM.
Husband or Wife to Lose Job.
Washington, Oct. 2::. -President
Roosevelt has decided to eject from
he government servece the husband
wife where both are employed. He
has called upon the rectl service com-
m salon for a i:st of names of such
eniployee W'hen ties list has been
furnished, under direction of the
president, the husband and wife who
are both upon l'ncle Sam's pay roll
will be given an opportnnity to de-
ride which shall remain and which
shall resign. If no agreement is
reached one or the other will be
dismiesed The president will inter-
pose no objection% the employment
of women whokoe husbands are living
but are not in the government ser-
vice, nor will he attempt to regulate
the number of members of any tam-
who shall be given government
emp.oyment further than to make it
impossible for both the hest:mad and
the wife to remain upon the par
rolls. It is estimated that in Wash-
ington alone there are at least 100
cases where both husband and wife
are In the government service. In
some instances the marital relations
are secret and the wife appears upon
the pay rolls under her maiden
name.
Lurton for Mepreme Rends.
Washington. D. C. Oct. 22.---Talk
of Judge Horace M. Lurton, of Ten-
neesee for the vacancy on the su-
preme bench, made by the retirement
of Justice Brown Is revived in Wash-
a'
To *wok for Ceases.
, Washington, Oct. 23.—After a
conference with the president It was
asonounced today that Secretary Taft
will take the stump for Speaker Can-
son who is being opposed by organ-
ised labor. Next Monday Taft will
speak at lAneaster and Logan, Ohio.
From Ohio he will go to Illinois to
speak for Cannon
Will Vi‘it Porto Rico.
Presid,rit Roosevelt has decided to
v!,dt Porto R.co next month when he
makes his trip to the canal sone. Ac-
cording to present plans he will go
to San Juan immediately after he
colnicleles a three days' inspection of
the great work on the isthmus.
AT P.IDUCAH
IlmancipatSon Day Celebration% Will
Cost hour.
Joe Motkely, colored, excursion
agent for the Illinois Central, was is
Paducah today the beareettnews of
importance and eatisfactien to the
colored population. ft is relative to
the emancipation celebrations here
and briefly 'tilted is that the celebra-
tions will eontInue. effetely looks af-
ter all colored to:cut-mons for the
road. He was In charge of the Eighth
of August trains, and a letter was
referred to him by offielais at Chica-
go, asking that the celobratioas be
transferred to Cairo from. Paducah
and oftering inducements. Mosely
wired hack that Paducab is the only
place and was sustained.
German Asleep Mince June 20.
Berlin, Oct. 23.--Pref. Entenherg
reports in the Medical Weekly the
case of a patient who has been asleep
steadily since June 20. 1904. The
man, who in 45 yearn old, fell from
a street car at the time mentioned
and struck on the back of his head.
When he was taken home it was
found that he was suffering from
oneusslon of the brain, but be was
-ensIble of his earroundings. While
the doctors were examining him h•
fell asleep and has been in that con-
dition ever since. He lies In bed,
frowning heavily all the time. His
l.mbs are flexible, but his skin has
st its color. He shows aensibillty
when food Is placed to his lips, and
chews it mechanically.
Well knows People Wed.
Mr Abe Anspachor. a retired capi-
talist formerly eoaneeted with the
City National bank, and Miss Hattie
Berger, of the north side, were mar-
ried this morning. The couple left
immediately for the 'west and will
tout. California and other western
states
your grocer for Moms)*
Flour, the best that is MA41.•
BANANA
'drop 'ipautiah Honduras Wu;
Swept AWN, Hurrieame
New Orleans. La., Oct. 23--Steam-
er Anseltn, which arrived here today
reported that so great was the de
ittruetion by the hurricane welch
preceded the Cuban storm In point
of time and struck the come of Span-
ish Honduras that not a bleach of ba-
nanas was to be secured from the
maw: The Antielm had 4.000 bunch-
es of bananas aboard, although she
usitgily carried abost 15,000 bunch-
es
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer- - I.. K. McAlpin, Metropo-
lis, ill, H Salmon, New York; J. T.
Moss, St. Louis; F. F. Lutz. Louis-
ville, George Cramer, Cincinnati; E.
W. Scheigel, New Orleans; C. Buck,
La Center; It Budd, Chicago; Vol
Farquhar. Pittsburg; W. H. Julian,
Nashville; 8. MsGovestk. SYrocunrs. N.
Y.; M. .Bamberger, Indienspolist C.
A. Lott, New York; M. J. Motech, et.
Louis; G. A. Halsey, Chicago; W. 1..
Hudson, Louisville.
Belvedere—A C. Vieth, Chicago;
T. M. Jones. Reedville N. C.; R. S.
Ehrmaa. Pittsburg; F. Johnson. St.
Louis; C. A. Smith, New York: D.
Ham, Columbus, 0.; J. E. Wright,
Louisville; J. W. Landrum, Smith -
land.
Broke Hie Nose.
Falling front a high stark of Pint-
ber this morning, John Weitlauf. the
well known Illinois+ Central Mechanic
sustained a fracture of Oki nose sad
Ii disabled. Weltlauf ruaa a ma-
chine in the I. C planing mill. He
went out Into the stock yard to look
for lumber and while stepping from
ODA stark to the other, a loose board
caused him to knoe his balance. He
alighted between the stacks of lum-
ber on his head.
A cold Is mach more eastty curet
when the bowels are open. Kennedy's
Laxative Honey and Tar opens the
bowels and drives the cold out of the
system in young or old. Sold by
Lass Brea
Inheritance Tax Cam.
The new inheritance tax law of
Kentucky will be operative for the
first time in the ease of lauls Mintz,
an aged miser, who died in Louis-
•Ille, leaving an estate valued at $15-
mei It is said that the inheritance
tax and delinquent city, county and
state taxes will reduce the Aware to
$12.090. The legatees named in his
wilt mainly are brothers in (lermany
True and tried friteds of the family
—DeWItt's Little Early Risers. Best
for results and best to take. De--
Penfielde lIttlo pills. They do not
gripe or slates. Sold by Lang. Bess
Notke to Coutees:ors.
Bide will be recetved at the office
of Architect A. L. Lassiter for con-
rrete work In Lang park up till noon
reeedaY. October 22, 1906. Plans,
profile and specifications may be seen
at abotte oleo. The board of park
rommissioners reserves the right to
reject any and all bids
Board of Park Commiesionerit
D. G. MCRRE1.1.. Pres.
GEO. W. WALTERS, Sec.
Malaria Oaueee Loss of Appetite.
The Old Standard Grove's Taste-
less Chill Tonic drive. out malaria
aad builds up the system. Sold by
1M dealers for IT years. Pries 10e.
NATURE'S WARNING
TO WOMEN
Nature always gives to womon a
plain warning at the beginning of
disease. These warnings are in the
form of different pains and weak-
messes. hut the thing Nature warns
you against is always the same—uric
acid.
Nearly all wcmazei Mamma are
caused by uric acid. Yet, did you
ever see any uric acid? Then just
set a glass of urine sway over night
and look at it in the mornItlit. This
will tell you more of the eatise of dis-
ease than could be printed an vol
times. This tire' acid, which you set
in the glass, overloads yonr blood
It settles In the female organs and
causes all &wanes of women. It Is
-Uric acid that causes the backaches
that brings mental disorders and
pain, and that causes you to grow
[teed so easily, and that afterwards
brings ovarian or womb trouble,
LIFE PLANT
EXPENIA4 title ACID.
LIFE PLANT relieves all women's
disorders and diseases. It diseolvee
the uric acid out of the generative
organs encourages them to become
healthy and drives the poison out of
your blood. It cures by removing the
cause of disease—uric acid.
LIFE PLANT is a simple. harmless
vegetable remedy. It is used by the
greatest specialists in the cure of
women's diseases. LIFE PLANT Is
tbe greatest blessing science has ever
given to long suffering womankind.
If you want to know more of this
common sense remedy, know more of
the commit-in sense rare of Miocene,
Write for a free copy of booklet show.
hg tlfe bholn road to "Good Health."
Get a bottle of LIFE PLANT from
our druggist today and write for
the booklet.




Drink Belvedere, The Paducah Beer
* 4
* And Promote a Home Industry
EVERY time you order or call for BELVEDERE BEER youare furthering a home industry. The Paducah Brewery
Company employs only HOME LABOR, and adds to the pay
roles of Paducah, so every cent you spend for BELVEDERE re-
mains at home.
We don't solicit your business on that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled by any beer on the market. In
truth, we believe it surpasses any in purity, in taste and health-
giving qualities.
Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah Beer, next time. In fact,













Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coat and as much coal as your




At this season of the year
use a
GAS HEATER
It will add immensely
to your
CI MFOR.T
As an auxiliary to your
coke furnace you will find
it invaluable. With it you
can make your dining
room, sitting room or bed
room comfortable at any
hour when your coke fire
is insufficient.
AT Hal Will Convince You




THE PADUCAH LIGHT AND POWER CO.
--
BUY YOUR COAL NOW
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Cars arc in great de-
mand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for' coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner you get your order
placed for your winter coal the quicker it can be
delivered.
Delays will be expensive to you, so or ler now.
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.




When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question :
Who's the best to see) Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
132 South Fourth 32S Keorstutzlcy Ave.
133t1t Phorussa 201
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
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Every Woman Wants I ner,
l'AsilK THRICE
T
HE greatest stove sale in the city's history is now being held at our store. Hundreds of Paducah N1 omen are availing
themselves of this exceptional opportunity. Get rid of your troublesome old stove and let us furnish you a splendid
new one, built on the Celebrated "Buck's" System, which means the greatest economy of fgel, cgmbined with the
Ji -0 greatest heating capacity. Here is the offer: We will put any Buck's Stove shown on our sample floor into your
home on thirty days free trial. If you find the stove satisfactory at the end of that time you may take advantage of
our liberal partial payment plan, or settle for it as you choose. If the stove does not "make good" return it to us at our ex-
pense. This offer is good for this week only, as the special arrangements with The Buck's Stove and Range Company
terminate Saturday, October 27th. Let us send you a stove tomorrow. Any Buck's Stove ordered during this sale will he
held for future delivery.
ANYTHING
you buy from us is sold
with our guarantee back
of it We must and will
satisfy e ve r y customer.
SEVERER FORTNIGHTLY
W.tsi HARD SloNTH oN aloST i'LUB ORGANIZES FOR PURELY
CROPS IN liENTUCKV. INTELLECTUAL PLEASURE.
Yield of lawn Is One Hundred and
Sclera l'ereen t —Mbar, ii and
other Products.
Frasistort, Ky., Oct. 25—Follow-
trig is, the report of Hubert Vreeland.,
commissioner of agriculture, for Sep ;
timber:
The month of September was very:
unfavoreble for the preparation et
ground for sowing wheat and oats
rod other fall work Is retarded
Heavy and continuous rains have de-
layed the cutting of corn. as also in--
Nemo its %malty, canidag It Po est
to some- extent. Tobacco_ has suf-
fered from excessive moisture and
mutat of It which was honied-- has
been clarnaged by housie-burning.
while that remaining on the scaftolde,
or stilt uncut,. reports! indicate A
poor quality and considerable Wes la..
weight. as -the buries district the
estimated yield compered to 111611 Is
90 per cent, while the estlinate of
that housed to October 1 Is 77 per
cent of the crop. In the dark tobac-
co district the estimate of yield com-
pared with 1905. Is 80 per cent and
the igures show that the amount
housed is 79 per cent of the crop.
The sield of corn over the entire
state as compared with last Sear is
very gratifying, being 197 per cent.
but some of it will be of inferior'
quality on account of lack of sun-
shine. !Reports Indicate that the
acreage of ground prepared for wheat,
compared with 1905 is only 83 per!
cont. With favorable weather from!
row on there is time enough to ie.!
ereare the eowIng of this crop mater-i
pastures are the hest knovnt
for years and all stock is in good ,
condition. Very little dimeise is re-
ported among animals except In one
or two counties, where there Is POMP
complaint of hog cholera. Mules
are bringirg fancy prices. Sheep in
good demand. Hogs scarce.
Three is a general complaint of a
dearth of labor and high wages. In
some localities it is almost impossi-
ble to obtain good hands at any
prfee.
`ifenitera Are Well Known Fillicalises,
Ministers, Professional, iisesiness
alma
The 'iortnighUy club" le the
name of a new organization
The officers are H. S. Wells. the,
wet: know* manufacturer of boxes,-
and briskets. president, and Prof. le
0. Payne, principal of the High i
school, secretary. The members are
Attorneys W. A. Berry and William
F. Bradshaw, Jr.; Alderman. Palmer.
W. J. Hills superiateadent of the N ,
C. & St. L. railroad; Jacob Benedick,
C. 11. Leib, suptrinteadent of the
city schools; Drs. Vernon Blythe and
H. P. Sights, the Rev. David C.
Wright 'told !Rabbi D. Loviteh. lost
Melt the elets—ruet with Attorney
Berry and he talked on Municipal
Ownership. The dist:oilskin lasted
three hours. The club meets the lint
tall fourth Mondays at o'clock is
the eaeulag at the bomes of members.
Its purpose to discuss all, current
questions The membership is 1101-
Red. The season is from October to
April.
Enemy Attempts to KID allIchigan
Farmer and Son, •
Lansing. Mich. Oct. 23.--Fred Hill,
a farmer of Wheatffeld twelve miles
east of here, and his 5-year-old boy
were seriously injured this mornlagi
by the. explosion of an infernal RIR-
chive that had been placed in a shock;
of corn and exploded when the shock
was overturned. Although badly
lacerated, both will 'probably recover.
Temiessee River Meeting.
Sheffield, Ala., Oct. 23.--- A call
has been issued for a meeting of the
Tennessee River Improvement asso-
ciation, and to the citizens of that
Teanesease Valley and Commercial
clubs therein and adjacent, to he held
at Sheffield, Ala.. November 8. The
call 4s signed by Thomas H. Roulhio
president, and W. B Horsier. Secre*
tam
_
The Largest 1-louseturnimhers in tilt: World.
ROM STRIPPED
'OATS. HATS, TU(1114E104 N is
RED CIAVTHING GO.
Oscar Heffnsius'a issafe toils pollee,
Who Illearover Property stir others
lii His Bundle.
Oscar Hoffman. colored employed
as a waiter at the St. Nicholas hotel
en South Third street, la in jail
charged with larceny. He conducted
his thefts, It is alleged, on the whole-
sale plan. •
Hoffman to..nt home Fast night and
carried-a large hed quilt holding
coats, hats, trounce'', sheets and
mar.y other articles. When be
reached home at Ninth and Washing-
ton streets his wife refused to permit
hint to being the trundle inside. woad
telephoned fe • eiti attache of the ha-
tel to look at the goods. He did and
recognised Them se coming front
rooms over a saloon located next to
the hotel.
The stuff had been taken from the
rooms of Dick Hogan and Harry
Simmons, who occupy (snorters over
the saloon. The beds were stripped
of nearly all the clothes.
. The negro claimed the goods were
given to him by a stranger who also
gave him a drink out of a "black
hot tie."
People'' tartan Meets.
Washington, Oct. 23.—The eximu-
ilve committee of the peopleat lobto
held a meeting here today. It Is ex
peered officers will be elected and
work for the coming winter will be,:
mapped out. The closest kind of tab,
will be kept on nenators and mem-
bers of the house.
le The oldest royal house In Europe
Is that of Mecklenburg. It traces it
Idescent from Oenseric, who
Rory,hi ti-------- 
Comfort and Economy
The Wilson responds so accurately
and unfailingly to its dampers that when
the room is once warmed, by openiniz ti!c draft
wide 'you can set the dampers and maintain
an absolutely even and healthful temperature.
With a WILSON WOOD HEATER
it is just as comfortable in the farthest come:-
of the room as it is within afew feet of the heater.
This means health and comfort.
The patent Hot Blast Down-Draft, found
only in the Wilson, consumes every particle oi
burnable elements in the wood, thus giving
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.... Z C.. DAWITT SC COMPANY, CHICAGO, aim
SOLD Si LASH BROIL
DYSPEPSIA CURE
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
ALL THINGS
to furnish the home can
be found here We will
be pleased to show you
over our mammoth stock.
TO LET
Several superior offices on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city or similar offices--
double offices especially alapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
For Qoick Pithre Framiog
aod Wall Paper*
Don't forget the place.
Ournew and up-to-date
goods have arrived and
we ask that you have-
you r moms pape-red
and your pictures fram-
ed before the holiday
rush. This, picture will
be given free with any
order id framing as well
as paper.
Sander3on & Co.




We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELENIONF 499
Gay Nance. Lee Nance, Jr. M. Nance. rirnbalmer
White Ambelano• far stet and Injured Only.
011Y NANCE & SON
UndertaKers and Embalmers
New Phone 3.14. Old Phnne Claact





BY 'ME SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
list OR romiA•TED
F. U. FISHER, President.
K J. IPI.XToN. General Manager.
st'ssorEAPTIOPI 111.11Te
(Entered st lie e...tonice at Paducah.
Ky, ass matter.)
ion o(Ii SUM
EY caret. 8 .10
mail, p. advance  .40
nodl. N • • ..dvance  4.55
TEE WEEKLY sir&
Per year. by mall, portage paid $1.0e
Address THE .M.M. Paducah. Kg
,Offilees 1.11 South Third. Peones ail
new & Young, Chicago and New
'Work representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the-tones-
."( pieties:








1. ...314S1 I? 3975
.3185 18 3948
 .3878 19 3942
.3880 20 3931
 .3902 21 311611
7  .3917 22 3949
 .3913 24 3938
10 .3931 36 3929
11 .3900 26 3935
12 . .3911 37 4019
13 .3950 28. 4045
14 .3992 29 4003
16 .3965
Total   98,478
Average for September. 1906 3939
Average for September, 1905 3656
Increase   283
Personally appeared before me,
this October 1. 1906, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who af-
ffiefee that the above statement of the
• emulation of The Sun for the month
elf September, 1906, is true to the
best of h,s knowledge and belief.
PoiTER PURYEA it, Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1903. •
Daily Thought.
"Believe in sourbelt, hel:eve in hu-





Q. B Stark', K. EL eel, Jobs rm.-
Icy, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen.
First Ward--John W. Ilebnut.
Second Ward -J. M. Oehlschlaeger.
Third Ward-H, S. Wells.
Fourth Ward----11. W. Katteriohn.
long term; F. S Johnston, short
term.
Fifth Wards-Samuel A. 11111.
Sixth Ward- R. S. Barnett.
School Trustees.
First Ward-J. J. Gentry.
Second Ward- -J. K. Bondurant
Third Ward--H. C. Hoover.
Fourth Ward --Dr. C. G. Warner.
Fifth Ward--Enoeh Yarbro and
John Murrill'.
Sir lb Ward- - Capt. Ed Farley.
.11M. p.e.
PADUCAH'S FUTURE.
Pessimism fades before the news
of the I.. & N. railroad's investments
In Padtivah. like the mist before the
Morning sun No breath of doubt can
longet obseure the certainty of this
city's future
No human tieing ever faced a more
disscoulaging situat,on than the L. &
N. railroad found in Paducah. Hem-
med in with a competing system.
whose liner radiate In all directions.
tompelled to use its competitor's line
to the north, and forced to fight for
what It hauls south, and with no
connection save the river, the Nash-
ville. Chattanooga & St. Louis rail-
road has had the fight at this termi-
nal that strengthens or destroys men
and corporations. Yet Ihr manage-
ment did not ropy, as It well might.
the alt.tutle trf some of our "home
folks" ----with folded mins awaiting
the wii; itt previden(e. But with a
rontidenteettrethe future of the city
that must pass al: understanding in
some homes. this corporation invests
a comfortable fortene in a great
warehouse and pro-pares to wage
war on Its apparently better armed
adversary , the 1:11nois Central. Be-
fore long we shall see what this te-
merit) means.
We can hear some of our good cit-
izens toeyJne even now: ''The Com-
mercial (-Mb ma) talk and talk aril
levees money in advertising the eft),
but We don't see any railroads com-
ing across the Ohio river to reach
Paducah. The Commercial club Is
vesting its money. Paducah will
never he a great city until another
railroad comes,-
This L. & N. railroad 'system Is
not a Commercial club. It is a great.
soulless corporation, with no plane
save to heed up its own trade, ex-
tend its tributaries, defeat Its cote-
emitters and increase Its dividends,
And yet it builds a great warehouse
here for future me. This cold-blood-
ed railroad corporation is erecting
the warehouse first, and then pre-
paring to bring the business hero,.
This is the spirit of-the age as exem-
plified In this mighty, modern instl-
tutione the railroad company, aud
the venture of the L. & N. railroad
is a demonstration of just exactly
what the Commercial club has bees
preaching ever since its birth- the
town that gets ahead is the tows
that goes after the things it needs.
By the action of the L. & N.
Railroad company, Paducah's posi-
tion as a strategic point in the trans-
portation world is established. The
Illinois Central officials, after care-
fully considering the idea of cutting
off the city to save time on the south-
ern run, gave it up. and declared
that Paducah is too important. That
idea will never again occur to au)
Illinois Central official, because some
other railroad has shown its appreci-
ation of Paducah's value.
Over in Cairo the Illinois Central
has its big grain elevator, safe at
present because it has no competi-
tion to the southward and little to
the north until St. Louis and Chica-
go are reached. The L. & N. system.
distinctly southern in its ramifica-
tions, has found a barrier lit, the Ohio
river, that has blocked its pathway
into the rich fields of the north. Pa-
ducah is its vantage point to strike
toward the northwest mad carry the
fight with the Illinois Central into
the latter's own territory. The ulti-
mate hope of the L. & N. must be a
northern connection at Paducah and
an increased river traelc. How well
It considers that hope founded and
how soon it expects the realization
is shown by its haste to get up its
granaries before the first of the new
year.
Every taxpayer in Paducah should
be at pains to inquire into the record
and personnel of the present general
council. The pen no win the boards
were chosen, because the people had
confidence In their business ability,
their faithfuluess and honor. One-
half -of each board. now Is seeking
re-electioa and standing on nothing
but the record made during its in-
cumbency. Tbat record started out
with a reduction of taxes and contin-
ued by improvements of a public na-
ture that are apparent in better
streets, gutters, sidewalks, lighting
facilities underway and sewer trench-
es marking many sections of the
city Although voluntarily cutting
down the amount they themselves
were to handle of the city's money,
they have done much to better the
appearance and health of the city.
have given employment to labor all
summer and come out of the work
with clean hands and not an Imputa-
tion of dishonor on their names.
There have been many good legisla-
tive boards In Paducah. but none.
Perhaps. before in which the whole
membership shared in the honors
without one Judas to betray his
trust It is a remarkable record, on
the whole, and the city should be
areorded another term of service.
if the Demcwratic candidates for
state offices in Kentucky •re able to
prove all the diaparaging things they
tell about each other personally and
their proven inelliciency. it should be
no trouble for the Republican candi-
dates to defeat the unfortunates,
who sire successful In the primary. It
they are not able to prove their as-
.Pritons they dirt:Nally themselves
for positions of trust and honor by
bearng false witness.
That new Hearst party should not
be coiled the Independence League
its operations earn it the name or
League of Political Freebooters.
Tammany under Tweed never start-
ed out as ambitiously as these expo-
nettle of red and yellow journalism.
A bond issue that will pay for It-
self is the unique distinction of the
81110,o4)e park construction bore
proposition to be voted on by the cit-
izen& of Paducah this fall.
If you wish the- laws, of health, or
morality, of decency, enforced; If
you wish to be protected In your life
and property. sue. tor K. W. Bagby
for city judge.
The Republican •andidatee foil
school trustees stand on a platform
of school progress.
PLEAS OF NOT GUILTY.
Fettered by New /fork Herald Before-
U. S. (.*art.
_ New York, Oct. 23 - Appearing
through locaT counsel today, the New
York Herald corporation. James Gor-
don Bennett and Manley M. Gillman
pleaded to indictments found against
them in the criminal branch of the
roiled States circuit court. The in-
dictment's contain eight counts. each
charging the defendant with having
deposited in the poetollee certain
specified copies of the New York
Herald containing alleged improper
personals, the Fame constituting un-
mailable matter aecordiug to the
United States statutes.
!Maine«, Portion Wiped Out.
Marshalltown. Iowa. Wt. 23 --
Practieelly all that wee left of the
business portion of Marshalltown,
Butler county, was destroyed by fire
today. This Is the second ddrastrous
conflagration inside of a week. The
belief that the fire Is the work of an
incendiary has caused great excite-
ment.
litine Kelly Stays In Jail.
Philadelphia, Pa,. Oct. 23 -Judge
Carr this morning refused a writ of
habeas corpus so far as It relates! to
Mks Charlotte Kelly. charged with
the murder of Mrs. Maurice Lewis
and repanded her to prison for trial.
Harry Somers is bold en*similar
charge.
11111111 PRINNTAVII LITTEN11111
ALEXANDER CASE liANQUET FOR WIRELESS MEN;
iliusitipality of Berlin Entertalus tie-
ON TRIAL TODAY ternatiottal Delegates.
Berlin, Oct. 23.-The municipality
'of Berlin lest night gave a banquet
;in honor of the delegates to the in-
414 $111.000 Damages roc ternational wireless telegraph confer-
ence. Mayor Kirschner presided and
toasted the delegates easing that the
civilized world was watching the pro-
ceedings of the conference with the
keenest interest, and hoped that its
Mule: won4d haimAt all mankind.
Herr von Wehresalp, the principal
Austria* delegate, responded in be-
half of the manabers of the confer-
egos, thanking Germany for taking
tho britlaleve for the internatioal reg-
ulation of wireless telegraphy. The
general opinion is that the work of
the conference is progressing sates-
rectally, and that there is good prole
pects of an agreement though Herr
vou Krateke, secretary of the imper-
ial Geteuan postoffices, remarked to a
delegate that clause 3 of the con-
vention, which comets up next week
will be the bone of contenti
; Death of Little Girl.
Paducah City Railway Cu,, Wheat-
Car Struck child., Is Made
Defendaut.
NEWti OF THE CIRCUIT COURT.
The t•ase of Ed Alexander, admin-
rstrator of Elsie Alexander, his
daughter, against the Paducab City
railway, consumed the morning and
greater part of the afterneon. Alex-
ender sues for $10.000 damages for
the lose of his daughter's life. A
street ear struck the little girl as she
attempted to cross the street at her
home on South Sixth street. She
died from the injuries two days later
The mum was continued from law
term of the circuit court.
A suit was filed this morning by
M. Liviogaton & company against
the IfSiit. (;anuitig company for
$184 23 for a breach of contract in
failing to ship tomatoes at a speci-
fied time as by agreement.
B. J. Billings, T. H Dale and T.
II. Marshall were excused as pettit
Jurors and J. W. Nenoe, W. H. Orr
and D. D. Murphy substituted.
Tbe case of Emil Choate against
James Glauber was dismiseed.
The case of Jessie Wucki• against
the city of Paducah was dismissed
J• Ii. F. Briggs this afternoon lied
MIR In circuit court sgalues the
Sherrill-King Mill & Lumber compa-
ny for $1,146.61 alleged to be the
value of a raft of logs the plaintiff
Claims the defendants took from him
and converted to its own use.
J. E. and Nancy Bridges, doing
busine-s under the firm name of J.
E. Bridges & company, Folsomdele,
Graves county, Ky., tiled a petitiou
In bankruptcy this afternoon giving
liabilities amounting to $763.08
with no assets. Most of the unsecur-
ed creditors live here. They are C.
H. Rieke & company, $110; Eley
Dry Goods company, $64.91; George
0. Hart & Sons company, $3; Du-
Bois, Kolb & company. $53.28; R. G.
Terrell & company, $130.01; Hank
Bros., $15; Paducah Saddle compa-
ny, $57: R. E. Sutherland Medicine
company, $12.
In Police Court.
Charism Hardin deputy marshal or
Broukport, Ill , who was presented
in police court this morning charged
with using abueles language towards
Mrs. Tom Hardin. was fitted $S5 and
mete.
Other cases. Arthur Jones, breach
of ordtsance, left opens Sant Barker.
colored. broach of paws, continued;
Dan /Steers, Alex Messenger, *Oar-
ed, breach of peace, $25 and coatis
against Momenger and distu is-ad as
to Meyers; Charles Ortawhart and
Charles' Tremalw selling an overcoat
not their own, continued. Join Eel
ley colored, drunkenness, $1 and
costs.
Judgment Entered.
In the case of the Central Coal and
!roe company against G. Grubbs
a Judgment for wag filed for
the plaintiff. It was a suit on ac-
count.
Stock Sold.
The stock of goods in the Hayes
drug store at Seveath street and
Broadway yettterdar was sold by
Deputy Sheriff Hume Ogilvie for
$477, 'to B. H. Score who sued for
rent. This is a trifle over the amount
sued for. The distress warrant was
taken out in Justice Charles Easers's
court.
In Bankruptcy.
E. W. Bagby, referee in bankrupt-
cy, they morning made an order in
the matter of John Ballinger, of
(Illbertsville, ordering the bankrupt
to appear In Paducah on October 30
to be examined by creditors. Cecil
Reed is trustee.
Marriage Licenees.
Enstey Harper, Feerence Station,
29, and Jane Browning. county. 29.
Chester M. Vance to A. A. Hunt.
property in the county, $1 aud °the:
considerations,
Hardin Is Dismissed.
The )-fardin-Dunlap case was the
star attraction in police court this
morning, and vsded In the dismissal
of both defendants. They were charg-
ed by Tom Hardines wife with Im-
morality, and the fact that the Dun-
lap woman is a negro mkde the ease
the More interesting. Mrs. Myelin
has two young children and a half-
grown daughter. She says her hue-
band will not support her.
tinaensaa Causes Riot.
Philadelphia, Oct. 23.- Under
most sensual conditions "The Cl•ans-
man" Was prompted here last night
at the Walnut street theater. The
negro clergy or the city had made a
forms) protest to Mayor Weaver
egainet the production, claiming that
"lynchings have been encouraged by
jhe play." The mayor refused to
take any action. About a half-hour
before the theater opened, Ninth and
Walesa streets, where the Playhouse
is located, were packed with colored
people. A riot tell was ern( in- and
wagons brought half a hundred po-
Ileetnen to the theater. Director of
Public Safety McKinney delivered a
brief speechfi saying that he would
endeavor to have the presentatkm
discontinued after tonight.
Alabama Names Bankbead.
Washington, Oct. 23.--When Rich-
mond Pearson Hobson torpedoed the
conerossioual career of Represents.
(lye John Il Bankbeaci. of Alabama
and sent that *talesman to the bot-
tom of the ocean of oblivion for the
eine being, he was doing Mr. Bank -
head a distinguished fever Sym-
pathy for the veteran has resulted in
Mr. Benkhead being overwhelmingly
nominated le the Alabama primaries
as first "alternate" for senator. That
means that If one of the senators,
Morgan and Pettus, should drop out
and leave a vacancy, Mr. Bankhead
is to be umued.
Scares Big
. Brooklyn. N. Y Oet 23- Annie
Russell opened at the Montauk thea-
ter last .night in "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" before the meet
brilliant, elite and cultured teal-
entse Or the • seasons Not since the
days of the "Royal Family" has Miss
Rummel scored seek a pronounced
succors as she did Weigel as Pack.
The production was the most elabo-
rate and eomplete ever seen here
and will rival It not exceed the
Shakespearian productions present'
rod by the late Henry Irving
Stone Cann* Wreck.
Lincoln, Neb , Oct. 23.-All trains
from the west are many hours late
today on account of the storms In
Nebraska. Messes and Colorado. The
-torm was responsible for a freight
wreck on the Burlington near Hem-
Inford. No one was injured but traf-
fic was delayed. A bad sleet storm
prevailed In central Nebraska today
breaking down trees, telegraph and
telephone wires and reusing suffer.
.ng among stock.
Find Proof of Rebates.
Kamm' City, Mo.. Oct. 23.-At to-
day's grain hearing of the interstate
commerce commission there was
much testimony to the effect that the
Milwaukee railroad discriminated in
favor of one grain company which
handles most of the grain sbilalted
over the road. The bearing was con-
ducted by Commissioner Clarke, of
Iowa. The hearing will continue to-
morrow and Wednesday it will ha
Mimed to Omaha. -
Kliverks Is In Caracas.
--efeenetta. Oct. 23.-Captain Ander-
son, of the cattle ship Carnaelina,
whites has arrived here froin Puerto
Cabello, Venesuela, cotiiiiii-sed the re-
port that he landed Silverla, the fu-
gitive Havana banker, and family-At
Puerto .Cehallo from whence they
went to Caracas. Anderson declares
that when the vessel was three miles
off the Cuban roast Silveri& ordered
him to change his course for Veue-
zuela, alleging political reasons.
Germany Gem Heavy Jar.
Berlin. Oct. 23.-German commer-
cial enterprises In Central America
have suffered a disastrous blow in
the failure just announced of Inc
Central American bank. The bank
was founded by the Deutsch hank to
promote Germany's financial Inter-
ests in the Central American states
• The effect of Scott's Emulsion on thin,
1
pale children is magical.
It makes them plump, rosy, active, happy.
It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
mid Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk. ib




I VOICE OF THE PEOPLE.
91146.24
Market Abuses.
In your paper of • yesterday you
comment editorially on the violations
practiced by the grocery men of the
city at the city market and suggest
an investigation. If you are a friend
of the common people, that class
which has to *tart to work every
morffing at ti o'clock and live a mile
from the market, do not insist spun
too cipse an inventigatioit•Ohosrvation
of a few mornings will convince age
one that the class who deity YOH
the market are amply-Mile to pay for
their provender, but It is the poor
man who Is compelled to be at his
work by 7 o'clock, and who perhaps
would not have time to go to market
aed return before working time that
must of necessity depend upon these
same grocers for their Supply of fresh
vegetables. The trouble is not
caused by the grocery men but by the
hucksters who occupy nearly every
outside bench in the market, and
who are there ahead of the grocery-
men. Leave amounts of oar Vege-
tables go to pokes dows the river
and It is net an uncommos sight
early is the morning to me the rag
ular gardeners buying up the small
lots coming front the cheek* market-
er with which to 611 their out of town
orders. Insist upon the council rent-
ing tbe market benches only to actual
producers and run those "Shylockse
off the market and there will teeplea-
ty for all without any restrietion as
to Ume of buying. Have your reporter
Obit the market some morning from
3 o'clock until 5 and me these
"Shyiocks" come there without any-
thing to sell and watch where they
get their supply, and you wIll be Pre-
pared to suggest a remedy without
working the greatest hardship on the
people who can least afford to stand
it. OROCERYIIAN.
Deeds riled.
Weal End Improvement cowpony
to Thomas H Torten, et ii., property
la the west end, $622.
Courtney Holt to Carl Holt. prop-
erty- in the county, ;IA00.
YOU OON'T:14•Ve YO Watt
Every dam shakes you feel better. Lai Co.
keeps vour whole insides right Sold au the
aoluey-heck plan everywhere Price lot owls.
The Rigors of Cold Weather.
Protiably at no time of the year
does the' physical condition of the
body demand more attention than
Just at this season, the beginning of
cold weather
Let the system be run down, or the
blood Impoverished to any extent and
the cold weather goes hard with you.
Naturally the thing to do is to
get the circulation In good order,and
the whole system toned up te stand
the rigors of winter.
Smile physicians gresertbe the dai-
ly cold bath, others seek recourse Is
blood tonics and other stimulants,
but, probably the most rational treat-
ment of all is the Osteopathic, as
Osteopathy more quickly, and more
effectively rights the blood flow and
restores normal conditions than any
other known treatment.
Oeteopeth,y ts only a natural
treatment, a method of bloodless *sur-
gical manipulations to remove any
obstructions interfering with the pro-
per transference of muse force, or
natural blood flow, or the other flu-
ids, to the organ or part involved,
should like to have you call and
let me tell of some Paducah people
whom you know well that Osteopa-
thy has done much for, and also to
tell you what It will do in your par-
ticular case.
My office hours are from 9 to 12
and 2 to 6. 516 Broadway. Phone





You must see this Un-
derwear in our windows
to appreciate it. The
construction of the fab-
ric is such that the cold
does not penetrate, and
the SILK PLUSH on the
inside of the garment
creates a friction that
warms the body without
irritating the skin.
It comes in fast col-
ors, blues, pink, black
and red, and is the best
underweur value in the
city.
$3 a suit-worth evcry







L. T. Cooper, the young phi-
lanthropist, who, with his strange
new medicines, has been exciting
much attention from newspapers
all over the country uow has New
Orleans in a storm of enthusiasm
over his remarkable work. The
sale of his preparations have
reached enormous figures and
the wonderful cures of stomach
trouble and rheumatism accred-
ited to his medicines which were
at first the subject of much con-
jecture have become so common
that their genuineness can no
longer be doubted.
His theory that 50 per cent of
the so-called stomach trouble is
due to immenee parasites, or tape
worms, It, verified in nearly ev-
ery case reported. Wherever he
goes people bring to him glass
jars and dishes containing these
parasites which have been ex-
pelled from their -systems by his
medicines. Nearly three hundred
of these cases are reported from
New Orleans and in almost ev-
er) Instance the patient had been
unaware that his suffering was
caused by anything more than or
dinary stomach trouble.
Mr. A. R. Halle. a prozninent
business man of 1419 C,arondelet
street, New Orleans. Is authority
for the report of one of the most
remarkable of these cases. Ac-
cording to his statement, Mr.
Haile had been a sufferer from a
severe affection of the stomach
for (be past six years and bad
been treated be physicians who
diagnosed his case one of tape
worm but whose treatment fail-
ed to relieve him. Speaking of
his experience with Cooper's pre-
parations he said: "My case has
been a stubborn one and nothing
I could do seemed to alter ms'
condition. Several physicians
treated me without result and
when Cooper's medicines began
to create so much attention I
determined to give theme a trial
The worm which they expelled
from my system measured nearly
50 feet In length and as soon as
I was rid of the horrible thing
1 begaa to Improve." Upon being
asked about the attendant symp-
toms he declares that they are
, •
Much similar to those of any
stomach disorder, a variable ap-
petite, diuy smells, headaches,
constipation, nervousness and a
continual languid, tired, worn
out feeling being the most coon-
mon while one of the surest
signs is dark spots that appear
to float before the vision after
stooping over.
It is estimated that one hun-
dred thousand bottles of Cooper's
Medicine have been sold during
his visit In :Neer Orleans and
judging from the space devoted
to his work by the newspapers of
that city Cooper is the talk of the
town.
L. T. Cooper. it will be re-
membered is the man who creat-
ed such turmoil in St. Louis a
short time ago, where be is said
to have sold nearly a quarter
million bottles of hi s prepare-
none
At W. B. McPherson's dreg
store, the local agency for Coop-
er's medicines It Is said that the
sale of his two rembdies. Coop-
er's New Discovery and Cooper's
Quick Relief have become enor-
mous and that the most gratify-
ing reports have been received
from those who have used them.
1
If You Have Property to Sell
the reading of this advertisement may mean ready
sale for it at a good price We are naming below
just a few of our clients' demands which you may
Iiel'h'to III/ *
Residence Property Wanted
A three or four room cottage, convenient to the
down town district, good neighborhood. Our client
will pay a good portion in osah for the right place.
Building site for a high class residence. Prefer
Jefferson street or some other select portion of the
north aide. Must be In sewerage distict.
• Desirable six or eight mom house in rxxl resi-
denee part of the city, in sewerage district
Investment Property Wanted
We hove several commissions for parties desiring
to buy for Investment small houses of three, four or
five rooms. Prletell ranging from WO to $1,500
Please bear in mind that this is only a small 
or-Mon of our list and represents only the immediate
demand If you have property of any kind what-
ever for sale, Jug telephone for our represenative.
WE CAN SELL IT FOR YOU.
H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and Gerimial Insurance
Pitons 137 11 Tru•h••rt bonding.
.s
HAVANA INSANE LIVE IN FILTH
lagoon Finds 1.600 Persons _Crowd-
ed and In Wretchedness.
Havana, Oct. 23.--Governor Ma-
goon visited the national insane list-
less and discovered a deplorable
state of affairs there. He found 1,660
persons or both sexes crowded into
filthy and dilapiffitted building's with
a capacity -for 400 persons only. They
sleep on broken cots, relics of the
last American occupation. Congress
made an appropriation to eularge the
asylum, but the money was never
expended. The conditions are very
little better than under Spanish con-
trol. Governor Magoon will take
steps to erect additional buildings
and remedy the abuses.
TUTTLE
Raging Between the Sawyer Bank
Robbers and Sheriff's Pease,
Minot, N. D., Oct. 23 - It was re-
ported here late Met night that the
men who robbed the Sawyer bank
at Sawyer, N. D., early this morning
and secured 24.500, had been sur-
rounded six miles north of that place
and that a battle Is now In progress.
Twenty-flee men armed with rifles
left here tonight to assist Sheriff
Lee In capturing the bandits.
FOURTEEN TIMES
leinetees-Year-Old Boy Regiacers In -
- New York City. •
New York, Oct. 23.-A remarka-
ble attempt at election fraud devel-
oped yesterday when James Hagger-
ty:it 19-sear-old boy, was arraigned,
charged with having registered Ille-
gally 14 times. He was held in $5,-
600 ball. Haggerty, In earn Instance,
gave the surname. Haggerty. out us-
ed a variation of first names. It Is
alleged that he confessed. He Men-
tioned no party accomplice, It is
said, and gave the impression that
he acted on his own responsibility,
looking for a market.
INXiSUM HUNTING.
Local Hunters Rag Eleven Tooth.
some Varmints'.
Frank Smedley, market master,
went home at 9 o'clock this morning
to sleep. When he awakens he will
eat. "I have not had my shoes off
for two day-e," he deelared, een
'pose= hunting and we baggPll."
In the party were Frank Smedley,
Henry fineldman. George Theobobl
and John Bradley, the latter colored,
handling the doge. They remained
out two nights and had great sport.
Twenty Are Injured.
Foreker, Okla., Oct. 23.-The east
bound pamenger train on the Midland
Vallity railroad was wrecked on •
trestle seven miles west of here this.
•afternoon and 30 persona injured
Two Die is Storm.
Sioux Falls, S. D, Oct. 23.-Ao a
keens of being caught on the prairie
during a fierce storm which swept
Central Sorth Dakota, David Gene-
way' and Hubert Brown, the sons of
prominent residasts of Vilambeclaln,
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The very newest and most
stylish  garments for ladies,
misses and children are to be








-Just received a shipment of
Stacy-Adams, Stetson, Edwin Clapp
and Douglass Shoes. Regular price
$6.00; our price $3.7e and $4.00 at
Ike C,oben's Pawn Shop, 106 S. Sec-
ond SC.
The "Forty Howe Devotion" was
coucluded this morning at the St.
Francis de Sales Catholic church
with mass at 7:30 o'clock. The de-
votion began Suutia-y morning at
10:30 o'clock high masa. It is an
especially beautiful sod soietnu eery-
lee. The Right Reverend Willie-it
Georgie McCloskey, of Louisville, cel-
ebrated else mem at St. Francis de
Sales yestmdas morning. He was
en roiee from Maxocee Mill, whore
he confirmed a clan on Sunday.
--Remember! Whoa you buy coal
from Bradley Brothers you ere buy--
leg the very beet to be had for the
moues. Pbone 339.
-John Hardin was arrested at
noon by Patrolmen Terrell and Sin-
ger) oh a waioant Issued from Coun-
ty Judge R. T. Lightfoot's court, al-
leging nonsupport of his wife and
children. The case will be tried this
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
-Born te Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wal-
ker. 1407 South Sixth street, a son
this morning. .
-Taxpayers whose 'Tailed ap-
pear In the official delinquent list in
The Sun now have their names
stilcken off by mules their taxes. As
they are pkid ine names are taken
Out of the paper.
- If youttlesire to. sieve 2 coots is
bushel. Plate your coal orders be-
fore November let wile Bra diey
Brothers. Phone 339.
-The police are looking for a
13-year-o4 negro-boy who hal
been trying to sell a gold watch. The
police ha, the number of the watch
and it is thought it has been stolen.
The policeesen are treeing tbe owner.
-Fire Sele of vntil paper. Kelly
& Umbattgh. All paper at half
price, 321oSentucky avenue. Phoots
665.
- Constable B. F. Sears this morn-
ing served an attachment on a horse
and wagou belonging to N. P. Chit-
der in favor of Palmer-Ferguson
mills for a debt of $18.
Wheat--
--Score cards for the game Five Dec.
Hundred for sale at The Son office may  
at 25c 
--Mrs. L. Urhanisky was taken to Dec.  42%
Riverside hospital this afternoon to May .. .. 4354
Dec.
Pork-
Jan. 13.60 13 62
for the Globe-Wernicke flisig cabi-
nets and supplies. call on us whet
you need anything in the line. R. D.
Clement & Co.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of the,
papers stopped must notify our col.
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-The Sun office rs prepared to
furnish the very latest things in en-
graved or printed calling cards and
Invitations of any sort, and is mak-
ing special prices now.
-Five hundred score cards for
sale at The Sun office-twenty-five
cents each.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have mov-
ed their flower store to 529 Broad-
way.
-Our bushels of coal are no larger
than other dealers who give 76
pounds to the bushel, but no dealer
will give more than we do for your
Looney. Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
-4-7h. nestling at Chirtstian chapel
in Worten's addition continues ̀ with
great interest. Subject for this eve-
nting at 7:30 o'clock, "God's Grhee
to the World." Good singing. Come
Sod bring friends.
Edward Morgan, representiug the
B. & 0. railroad,and F. P. Wade.
networking the O. H. & D. railroad,
were In the city today and visited
the city ticket offices.
-Word has been retested that the,
!operation perfeetned en Mr. W. H.
Beck at tbe St. Mary's hospital, Ey-
eless-111e, was it success and Mr. Seek
,Wel return hone) treat week.
-The Academy of Med,kiriet me
Dirt night with Dr. B. B. Griffith, wbo
concluded a lecture begun at the last
issetteg. 'The hest meeting will be
held with Dr J. B. Acre.
Mire Agnes I,es-ls, of Header:4)1),i
Ky., -wh4, was operated on foe appen-1




-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable merits (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, files
and fills the order at appointed
time. Palmer Transfer company.
--Remember, we are the only deal-
ers in the city Who can furnish you
the famous Blg Muddy Carterville.
coal. Photte 339 Bradley Bros.
-Dr. 7. V. Voris, dentist. 200
Fraternity building,
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416. .






T h e manufacturers offer
$1,000 to any one finding a
trace of impurity therein. It
is one of the thi+e kinds of
olive oil that stood the test of
the New York Pure Food
Commission. It is pure, bland



























  10.92 10.85
 10.9$ 11.00
  ...11.14 11.17
 1.73% 1.73





  1.41% 1.41%
1.14%1.14%
Steel.  1.56% 1•56
Lead  73% 76
T. C. I.  1.581 1.68%
C. F. I.  54% 53
U. S. P.  / 0654 1.0654
U. S.  47% 47%
Local Market&
Dressed Chickens-20c to 40c.
Eggs-Vie dos.
Butter-20c lb
Sweet Potatoes-o'er bu. 50e.
Country Hams-14c lb.














Hay-From jobbers to retail deal-
ers--Strict grades. Choice Tim,
$17; No. 1 Tim., $16.50 No. 2 Theo
$16. Fancy northern clover $17.
Front country wagon, at public qual-
ity medlunt to very poor, $8 to $17
per tea tor rafts agnates.
i-Peopls_sndPiessami 'Natio
Parties sending in accounts of so.
dal eterta1nsornis n111 Wayse sign
them, as Ths Sun ni11 not publish
communications sent in that are. sot
signed.
Entre Ni OlUI Club.
The Entre Noils club met this
morning with Ness Lillie Mae Witt-
etead, of Washington street, and or-
ganized for the winter.
Klee Winstead was reelected pres-
ident, which Is she onl) office in the
club. The name* of three of the sea-
son's debutantes wiee added to the
original k-lu b membership: Mla
Corinne Winstead, Miss Mary Scott
and MISR Franees Wallace. Mrs.
Henry Rudy will have the flee enter-
teinment of the ekes but the date
haus not been set.
The club members are: Mrs. Henry
Rudy, Mire Lillie Mee Wiestead.
Mies Ethel Brooks. Miss France, Ter-
rell, MISS Neil Holland. Miss Mar-
jorie Bagby, Mies Sarah Sanders,
Mies Mary Owen Miss Blanche Hills.
Miss Fannie Celentan, Miss Retie
Coleman. Mtge Retta Hatfield, ?dem
Mary Scott. Miss Frances Wellace,
M Ise Corinne W Inc tea d
Farewell Occaelon.
The open meeting of the Ladles'
Aid and Church Furnishing societies
of the First Christian church at the
home of Mrs. James Buckner on
Jefferson street yesterday afternoon,
was an occasion of more than usual
interest. It was a pretty farewell
honor to two of these societies most
valued members: Mies R. J. Settle,
who goes soon to her new home in
Paragould, Ark„ and Mrs. Jesse Gil-
bert who leaves for Dallas, Tex., to
join her son Mr. Harry Gilbert. Res-
olutions embody log the deep regret
of the church at their going were
read. An attractive musical program
was rendered and delightful ices and
cakes were served
To Be Married This' Week.
Mr Harris Wearin of the Scudder
Gale-Waren Grocery company, who
came here ponie time ago from Padu-
rah, Kr.. will marry Miss Archie
Crenshaw, of Vlorrleston. Mo., on
Thursday of this week. The cere-
mony will take place at the home of
the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
James Crenshaw, who are Peoleleeol
elevens of Charleston. Both young
people stand tech -tocially and their
marriage will therefore be looked for-
ward to with much interest, here and
In Charleston and Paduesh.-Cairo
Bulletin.
Mariposa Ches.
A very delightful affair was the
dance given by- the Mariposa club
last evening at the Red Men's ball
About thirty couples were In at-
tendance.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic Club suet ;n regular
Crinkly session at the Carnegie library
this morning. The Moorish ocetipan-
Cy of Spain was disculosed In levers"
biterestiog papers sod readings.
Mrs. Frank Welland has gone to
Birmingham. Al.., to visit relatives.
Mrs. Fannie Alloway, of Sturgis,
and family have removed here to re-
side,
Mesdames Flora Johnson and A.
W. Wright bare returned from Louis-
ville, after attending a meeting of the
Eastern Star lodge
Mr. Matt Carney has returned to
Chicago after attending the funeral
Of his sister Mrs. Lizzie Carney Cas-
sel.
Mn. William V. Green has gone
to Union City to visit
Mr. J. E. Potter has gone to Bowl-
ing Green to visit.
Mr. Sam P. Sturgis of DeKoven.
will arrive this afternoon to attend
the Knights Templar molting.
Mrs. George Ellis. of Nevada. Mo.,
is visiting Mrs. Barbara Hubey. her
mother.
Mr. Harry Hulsey. of Parsons, Kan.
will returnOvorne today after a visit
to his mother here.
Mr. J. Ef. Afvey. an llli.00I Central
dispatcher at Fulton, is in the city
today on business.
Chief of Police James Collins earl
City Clerk Henry Bailey were among
the Paducahans who went to Benton
this morning to be present at the
Beckham speaking.
Dr. J. fl. Coleman and wife wentle
Merrily this morning.
Mies Happy Newell has returned
from a visit to her sister, Mrs. Rich-
ard Dunlap, in Paris, Tenn.
Miss Ciaribel Rieke and Mies Car-
rie Rieke have returned from Dubu-
que. Iowa, and Chtleago.
Mrs. E. B. Clark, of Golconda. Ill.,
spent a few days w. .h Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Sinks, of Jefferson boulevard.
Mrs. David Lindsey Van COM, of
Paducah, who has come to attend
the marriage of her sister. Miss Flo-
r5. Nall to Mr. Maurice Nash on No-
vember 10, Is visiting her parents.
Col. I. B. Nall and Mrs. Nall. 509
West Hill street. -Courier-Journal.
Mr. Frank Davis is sick at bis
home on Kentucky esenue.
Miss Ora Morehead returned to
her home In Springfield. Tenn., this
morning, after visiting Mrs. Pat
O'Brien for several weeks.
Mr. 0, D. Schmidt. the architect,
went to Princeton on business today.
Mr. A. L. Joynes. manager of the
East Tennessee Telephone company.
went to Princeton this morning on
business.
Dr. C. IL Purcell has returned from
a business trip in Ch4cago...O.
A 
a 
girklaby has been born to Mr.
and Mre. Marein Yet/is T%eifttt
and Jackson streets.
Mrs. C. Webb, wife of Dr. Webb,
vimedictne, 1U. -1a Isere V ag from
an operation at Riverside 'hospital.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs, Fred Walk-
er, of South Sixth street. a daughter.
Mrs. Fannie Carter, of North Seventh
street, Is recovering trete an opera-
tion at Riverside IscemItal.
Mr. W. E. ELI. was better today
at the Riverside hospitel.
Mr Herniae Friedman Is better
exlay.
Dr. E. E. Davis, of Meatier, Ky
and Mr. Ernest Baker, of Lovelate-
v114e, were in the city last night on
Dustmen.
Mrs. Goodman arid little son, of
Memphis. Tent., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Job° Sew 431 Clay street.
Mise Marjorie Scott and her guest,
Mims Lucie Bruen, of Webb City, Mo.,
will leave this evening for St. Louis
to visit Mlle Elsie Martin, of Cabana.
Pawls.
Mrs. W. A. Mundy and daughter
will leave Monday or Tuesday for
Riverside. Cal., for their health. Mr.
Mundy will follow. He is a well




To Confer Red Croes Degree on See-
emit Candidates.
The Knights Templar will hold a
big meeting at their lodge room in
the Frateruity building this after-
noon and tonight at which the Red
Crow degree will be conferred
The Red Croats degree work will be-
gin at 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
The ladies of the Eastern Star will
ervo a luncheoe at 41 o'clock. De-
gree work will (outruns* the evening.
New Photographic Studio.
Mr. James Soler. (be well known
commercial photographer, has opened
a new studio at ill% South Third
street (Riley & Cook's old stande
Mr. Soler is an artist of high steed-
Mg and it shall be a treat to them
grasping at the opportunity to have
his work. While Mr. Soler will pro-
duce work se high In price as $50 per
down, yet he will produce large, ex-
cellent photos at $2.00 per dozen. Mr.
Soler Is offering three prises to all
those being photographed le his
studio up to December the To
the handeonosst baby a life size photo
with a gold frame worth $23. To the
mete chartning lady (any age) a
beautiful French pastel Inatural col-
ors) With carved frame. worth $35.
To the best looking gentleman a su-
perb solid crayon portrait with fine
frame, worth $23. Mr Soler will
charge only .50 cents and will make
one photo to any one desiring to en-
ter the tootest wittiest having an
obligations to bare photos made, so
everybody will here a chance to the
most beautiful Xmas prevent eve" of-
fered. You are requestoi to go early
and avoid the rush to Jett Soler pho-
tographic studio, 11154 South Third
street.
The Biggest Betsy.
New York, Oct 23 - Mrs Isaac
label-sky, who Ares with her hus-
band on the fourth floor front of the
double-deck tenelnent on Ridge
street, has what she ens) her neigh-
bors believe to be the biggest boy
baby born in New iorit. He weighs
twipt)-Iso pounds. The stork left
It With Mrs. Labarsky Priday night.
The Dearest to this record ever reach-
ed to New York was in March. 1890.
when Mrs. Daniel Keegan, of West
Thirteenth street. prevented to her
husband a nelghteen-pound boy.
Alben Barkley Talks.
County Attorney Alben Barkley
was the speaker at the High school
this morning. His talk was general
and much appreciated. Principal
Payne is this year securing speakers
from every profession and calling in
order to give the class a variety. The
speeches are featured as lectures are
in college.
Golachowski Resigns.
Vienna, Oct. 23.-Emperor Fran-
cis Joseph today received Count Go-
luchowski, the Austro-Hungarian
minister of foreign affairs, west for-
mally presented his resignation
which was accepted by-Mg majest...
It is not known who will sueceed
Count Goluebowski
-
Ecuador Is Herd Up.
QU/to, Ecuador, Oct. 23.-Prese
dent Alfaro today informed the as-
sembly that It Is impossible-to con-
tract a loan in Europe on account of
the feeling of distrust credited by
the opposition press. lie added that
the economic position of the govern-
ment was desperate.
latward Holds Muncie
London, Oct. 23.-King Edward
held a council at Buckingham preace
at noon today for the transaction of
the state butenese referring to tomor-
row's re-opening of parliatnent. The
premier, Sir Henry Campbell-Bas-
neutrals was subsequently received
In audience by: his majesty.
high School Athletics,
The boys are taking a lively {Mer-
est so athletic% since the victory of
the football team Saturday. They
want to tackle anything within the
weight limit and are working up new
codes in the signal work.
Earthquake Felt at Anna.
Anna, Ill.. Ott. 23.- An earth-
quake shock was felt here at 2:29
o'clock this morning. It passed from
east to west. It was of about eve
seconds duration.
17/3.
NOW 13 THE accepted time for 
fire you to look about your and torna-
do insurance, as fall and whiter ire
mming. Remember the old and re-
liable Friedman lasurance Agency.
Office No. 128 South Third street. Of•
Ace telephone No. 940. Residence
phone No. 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance cone
Daniels, which are paying their lessee
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better 'be safe than sorry.
(live 1111 a call.
---- FoR-RENT-One side or store
4211 Broadway. Phones 15111.
'CLEANING and pressing neatly
dose. James Duffey. old phone 7111-r.
ROOMS with or without-V3ar-J.
726-Jefferson street.
FOR ItEKT=Two --rooms, -1010
Jones street.
WANTED- Good second hand
range. Call old phone 1440.
WANTED-Cook. Apply to Mrs
Frank Fisher at Ninth and Jefferson
1,1 ANTED-Good boy to do house
work. Apply at The Sun ranee.
FOR RENT-The whole or part
of house 1218 Cho
FOR RENT--- Tio--furnished
roouis for light housekeeping. Apply
1511 Jefferson.
FOR RENT-(kne nice. furnished
front room, bath and all modern
conveniences, 918 Broadway.
WANTED-Farm hand, Plowing.
corn gathering, etc. Also man and
wife to cook. Address D, cure Sun.
FOR RENT-Nice three room
cottage. November 1, 6:4 Husbands
Old phone 2070.
BOARDERS WANTED -- Also
rooms for rent. Apply 419 South
Third.
WANTED--1  cook and a house
girl Apply at once, 1221 South
Ninth. Phones 123.
WE RAVE Fireman's Rubber
Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Rudy-. Phillips & Co.
OR nF SALE--Ediro phonograph
and new records. Apply W. E.
Cochran, 405 Broadway. '
FOR RENT-One apartment in
Sans SOUCi Flat. Possevelon Novem-
ber 1. W. E. Cochran,
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
FOIL HAMBUliaati aid HotTa-
males go to "Shorty's" 11154 South.,
Third or 127 North Fourth.
-lltaCORY WOOD-Phones; Old
442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
E. C. Bell & Sons.
ROO/dit roR RENT--One- fur-
nished and one unfurnished. Mod-
ern conveniences: Old Phone 1481.
WANTED-- Amitosis as cook in
boarding house, private family. Ap-
ply in rear 621 Madison street.
FOR SALA-guy terms. 1 nee
houses In North...law addition nee
12th street oar line. W. Giver
627 Broedway.
FOR SALE-Bedroom and dining
room furniture, wardrobe and hard
coal base burner. All new. Old
phone 1412.
FOR RENT-Fiveroom cottage,
sewer connections. Nice house and
cheap 506 Ohio. Apply next door or
Old Phone 1351.
FOR YOUR STOVE-ii-74-iiri-ed. is-W-
ished and repaired. Brock Hatch,
802 Washington street. New Phone
1160.
-FOR RENT---liwo-etory • frame
house. Fifth and Madison. Severn
rooms with bath. Apply E G Boone,
31454 Broadway.
WANTED-TO-rent two rooms for
light house keeping. C. C. Parke,.
128 South Second street, Old phone
1089 R.
WANTED-Three men for ca 1-
vassal& and collecting. Guaranteed
salary and commission. Rooms 5 anti
Eagle belittler. Sixth and Broad-
way.
"toe SALE-A brand new Oliver
Opewriter, wide nietsure machine,
in perfect order, for $85 cash The
niachine can be seen at The Sun of-
fice at any time.
--LOST--20n---13-iirger or Lovelaceville
road, lady's black coat with white
collar and cuffs. Reward If returned
to Mrs. David 'Flournoy, 433 North
Seventh street.
LOST-Gold barret with amethyst
set In center. Lost between Seventh
and Broadway and Ninth and Broad-
way. Returni to Iversen & Wallace
drug store for reward,
J. B. 11ORGAN. blacksmith, 409
S. Third. Old phone 467. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclesive agent
for Bore atone side wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--MRS0`)
ry and 'concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1227. Prompt at-
tention,to all estimates.
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping.
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
$4 a month. Dritughon's Practice:
Business College, 214 1-2 BroadVN
Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
catalogue. It will Convince you that
Drat:shined Is the beet.
'WANTED. TOR. U. S. ARMY -
twits tars loft tempi, in depth. t414111111110eMit 40111042M111 IMMO helm eottiougmemus, 
Japan Is connected with the otontl-
neet of Asia by a submarine bank,
Weer whieb the water Sc nowhere
aleleSISS1636106261CWIGSW63‘3106.1M3tWeisikeeisehhIghlishliSSIDISSSIMit
HART'S NEW HEATERS
Have just reached here. They possess
many points of merit not shown in all
stoves. New ideas of forcing the draft
to the exact point needed to bring quick
and continuous results, producing the




but arc radiators, circulators and de-
flectors of heat. They are also under
complete control of the dampers,
which saves fuel and gives the heat only
when needed.
heat vints in abundance
Hart's Prices R Right
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
ILICR3163115.163616310436304741M34113430130011616V101416WM
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United ch
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speae, read
and write English. For information itoTii PHONES 54$.
apply to Recruiting Office, New Rich-
The price,below will be made till IT 0 L--IiIGHTmond House. Paducah. Ky.
December 31, 1906:
GOLD SHELL CROWN. 22k. $3.50
GOLD FILLINGS  1.00
SILVER FILLINGS  .60
PLATE FILLINGS ..... .75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painless ex-
traction of teeth. •




0 regal queen of the mottoes' tlis
stately steppings. who knows"
With gorgeous, trailing rnaute.when
the twilight comes and goes.
Like a heantifni pictured river, the
lilies asleep in a sheen
Of gold and purple and starlet, with
the reciasy leiseset between.
Thy wand is upraised in victory, thy
work almost complete.
The trees, thy trusted sentinels.thelr
elent watches keep: 'PRICES 10c, 20c, 30c
Ablaze in robes of glory, and gold 
tipped in the sun









In an admirable repertoire tit'
of notable plays.
 -GREAT -5 VAUDEVILLE ACTS
TO=NIGHT
A wonderful, beautiful legend en•
folds thy memory fair.
When the red man roamed the for-
est, unused to toil and care:
The smoke of their camp-fires cur.
ing up to the Master of Life,
A signal of peace forever, from toil-
ing, woe and strife.
0; tegal queen of the seasons, is /1 M-
. bol of life today,
The sweetsett reward earth offer*, for
the striving does not pay.
And only the great law-Give*, whe
sees every tearful eie.
Can make our footsteps certain, and
claim us and bye.
El!. Patiticaie Ky.
Dr. Geo.- Masgana
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
Graduate of Alfortville Veterinary
school Paris. France; also Ontario
Veteilnary: school and Detroit Den-
tal college. Charter member of the
Ohio Medical Veterinary Association
Will treat scientifically with the
latest inatrunienta and up-to-date
treatment of all diseases of the do-
mesticated animals
Calls promtply attended to day or
night.
Office with Thonipson'e Transfer
Co. Both Phones 36/.
LEE LINE STEAMER
Steamer Georgia Lee
• Leaves Cincinnati Octo-
ber 124 for Louisville, Evans-
ville, Paducah, Memphis
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Vicksburg and Pine Bluff,
A rk . , arriving Paducah Sat-
' 'inlay, October 27th.
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent





Arkansas, City, Oct 23.-- Vier
President Fairbanks arrived early
today. transferred on a special trait-,
accompauied by over a hundred pol-
iticians and newspaper men from the
territory, and started across Okiaho
ma. He spoke from the rear plat-
form of the car in many places.
Reedit to Restore Order,
London. Ott 23 -The Tangier cor-
motto:Went of the Times says the
local authorities, being powerless to
take melon, have invited Reedit Rai-
son to restore order in Arstite.
Infant Dies.
The week-old infant son of W A
Want, of 1):er, died last night of
summer complaint and was buried







have been (nun It thniughout the
world for models of excellency anti
graceful effect.
There is one essential feature of
the toilet that no woman dare
slight- is •
The Fit of Her Gown.
This depends entirely on the
?selection of the Corset.
For this reason we seisete.1
In. of thin velehreo.1 , •
which we have just pie-ed ,•ti MAI*
model* which have just arriv.,(1
previous' 11111,01 1114.41. anli til.•
f114111alif.VOTIletlt in the art ef Corset Malkin,:
If you are pmrtial to a me.linin pri.,41 Cot
set, you cannot to hatter than to try ow.'.







P7eartTitil trritIfTIM Pr TVISSIDAT, OCTOBER 'AL
ENGINE STRIKES
WAGON OF SUGAR
Driver IM knocked Oil .1n4
Dragged By Hi r4 M Ille14.
Lon I mow, Mowed ten nehmen,
Nprains Ills Right Ann 124 the
t 641114.ion.
WAGON CO1111,ETEL1 W11E414E31
THE I N.Ir RED.
William ANON earmar, hip hum
Lou 1 wag, reamed as, ll4 boom,
sprained rigRI Sena
William Allen and son, Sam Allen,
farilliers residing two Miles north
Msylleid, employed as drivers for the
Mayfield branch of the Covington
Bros. Grocery (*papacy, Am an over-
land waged, narrowly escaped death
at 11 o'clock last night when the,
attempted to croev the Illinois Cen-
tral tracks at Eleveoth and Yefferron
streets. As a result of their care-
*winces four Lulea are altilleed
William Allen and the switchmaa.
are laJured; several barrels of sugar
are lost, and the wagon reduced to
kindling wood.
Welkin Allen loaded Lis wagoe
with 13 barrels of sugar. Four
Mules drew the load and he got away
at 10 4; o'clock, proceeding out
Jefferson street. William Allen eat
nitride one of his mules driving, a-nd
his son sat on top of the wagon.
When Eleventh street was reached
the amulets were Jogging along at a
*low pace and Allen failed to look for
the Heins. Switch engine No. 1911
ElsallesMan J. L. Gibbous, and Fore-
Mal A. E. Scott, in charge, was pun-
log a strfug of ten box cars to the
freight yards. On the heed car sat
the foremen and Switchman Youeg.
They did net **terve the wagon until
the train was upon it. Frantic sig-
naling followed, bat to no avail.
With a crash the train struck the
wagos. The Mules had cleared the
tracks and escaped. Sam Allem saw
the approaching cars in time and
saved hirneelf bi Jumping. The
father, in his haste to leave the muse,
hung his foot in the atirrup. He fell
and eaa dragged a considerable diet-
etic., by the male before .the wages
was freed from the mules.
"We did not see the train until too
hite," the tint) explained. "Father
was driving and I thought he had
looked up the tracks."
The sw.tch engine crew claims
that a speed of miles an hour was
not exceeded shoo the accideot oc-
curred.
"I shut off the team and eltlalled
the brakes an soon as I received the
...gnat," was the declaration of En-
gine** Gibbons. Foreman Scott
stated that be signaled as soon as he
saw the danger All.. was in.
The sugar was partly lout, four
barrels being smashed up. The mules
were slightly skinned and the wagon
completely wreeked. Debris from
the vehicle Is scattered for several
yards up the tracks.
Alit was taken to the city where
medical attention was secured. The
negro siwitritmaa went to the hospi-
tal.
lomaranre lignabbie.
General Consul James H. McIntosh,
of the New York Life Insurance coin
pany, has sent a letter to Superin-
tendent of Insurance Kelsey at Al-
bany deui log the statement by G. a.
Scrugham. manager of the interne-
'local polb)holdors committee, that
the company had mailed to policy-
holders the ()Eclat statement with the
International committee candidaten
scratched off.
If so article Is imitated, the original
Is always best. Think it over, and
when you go to buy Chet box of salve
to keep around the house, get De-
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It is the
original and the name Is stamped on
every box Good for ecma, titter,
cuts and bruises and especially
recommended for plies Sold by
Lang *Ms.
Feed Breaks Out Again.
Reports from Letcher county indl  
rate that set:Ober outbreak of the
feud betweeo the Brown factions is
immineet, and It is said that both
aides -Are heavily *Mod and watch-
ing for the other. One of the Browns
shot and wounded a man in the op-
posing faction The sheriff Is trying
to stop trouble by making arrests
promptly.
Many a ma k of humane Impulses,
Cho would not willingly harm a hi/-
40111s guilty of cruelty where his own
stonitich Is concerned. Overdriven.
Overworked, when what It needs„ Is
something that will digest the rood
eaten and help the stomach to recu-
perate Somethin like Kodril fro
Dyipepall that, Mild by Lang tiros
Thies Trainmen Killed.
Thre trainmen were killed in a
wreck on the Mountain Central rail-
- road, a timber line operated by priv-
ate parties, when the engine and are
cars left the trick near Campton
'tette-di) Several others were lie
Jared - The engineer and conductor
wore crushedrand scalded Seder the
engine.
A haler.' thoughekire.Atettla's Pe*.
taken tor breakfast Reedy in a M.
DELINQUENT TAX LIST.
c ,igel. J. 11... Harlan Mt 
.aedersoa. Mimi Kate. tth. Husbands and George St .4. ilerson. Chas., (Interline Add 
•.d. room IL 0.. 4444. clerk and AbInd .r.• 'it, J. H.. 24. Adams 1410 II loon S) 
August. T. 0., 1311 14. sr' St 
Arnold. A. J.. (heirs) K 4th St 
Atkins, Mr. Monroe, 16th and 17th St 
Atkin., Mrs. Lucinda. Harris, kit and Ina 
Atkins. A. A., Broadway. Slat and 1341 
Augustus. W. it.. Estate. K Ili St 
kimstrong. J. T. 11th and Harrison 
Aiiheuser-Busch 'Brewing Ass'n. Boyd. Ilk and 8th 
Arnold, A. E., Guthrie Ave 
hal• ett. Delis. near Sewage mill  • 1 elLucy. M. Keiatufty Avd  a 07Allgood, R. Y., Adams St 8 21Allison, J N.. South 86   7 40mirraan. 3. 11, O'Brien Add -----▪ ------------------------------ 13















Bryant. John. IN 11). 10th. Flournoy and
Browder. Alit', and Kate. Ireestala Atm 
Brown. J. W.. 11th and Jones 
Bryant. Mrs. Jesse. lg. Mb Mt 
Bryant. Walker. Jack-son St 
Brown, B. a.. 17th St. ., 
Brown, B. B.. WorteSs Add 
brown. J Wes.. K. 4th * 
Carmen, Ernest. Clement• St
Curtha. Clara. 0th St •
Calker, L T., Clenmets St,
Calcines. Cos Or RI. Trimble St
Thos., N. 4th St
clerk. I. T.. 714 Jones 
('lark & Haywood. Harrison. lath and 1711 
clark. 0. A., Goebel Ave., Add 
Clark. W . Murray AO 
Coal. y . M. L.. S. 3d dl 
coml..nd. Annie 1008 Kentucky Ave 
(*.runt. I. B. iN Ri. Elisabeth and. Broad 
cow-rt. Mike. Monroe in 
conley. James. Ashbrook 
conies Tom. 5th and Harriette 
l'01041Sail, J. W., 243. Adam• 
Coleman. J. L. Fountain Perk 
Crockett. Mrs. Mary. 8. SO IR 
Ounningham. Joe. 1015 8. 416 Ilk 
Cundiff. T. J., Goebel Ave 
Bezel. Mrs. Elisabeth. 11th, Jones and Norton 
Hallos Mrs. K, Roadway. 1st and :d 
Basket. Thos. C., West End 
her, B.. 0th. Clark and Adams 
nett. W. W. Broadway. 11th and 17th 
Harnett. C. K. 191 and MO
Baird, Alias C. A., M. 140 
Halley. W. V.. Thurman
Baker, Is Farley Placa 
Barker. Li T.. cor. Wooffirs=iiisfser 
llaieby. Mrs. Z. R.. 7th and
Barrett, R. IL, Thurman Add 
Baker, W. 111.. Illnklerfne Nord 
Budde, Frank. Caldwell and Norton  tflBurger. I... C., Elisabeth St 
Hass Elisabeth, Wagner Ave.. 6th and 7th  I 44
Bernistt. Mrs D.. Hinklexitle Road  I 00
Ben. Mrs. R. A., George. Be adid 4th 
Burger. 0. W., Tennessee St 
Revers A.. Tanoosame. 0th wad 111th 
'terry, E. W.. 8th and Campbell 
Berger. Citric 3.. Waders Add tir
Blake. 1'. L. 12th and Flournoy 
Broyles. & id.. N. Sill lit 
Brake, R. le., 12th St 
illoodwortb. M. A.. * 
Blair. H. H., Little'. Add 
Bohannon. Lula, Bridge St 
Flohannon. J. D.. Bride* * 
Rowland. C. R.. 923 S. 11th St 
Burnet. N. L. Broadway. 14th and litb 
Burkholder. J. II.. Norton Add 
Burton, Rosa, Goebel At,. 
Brains. H. C., 200 Hays Ave 
Brown. Geo. IL. 1739 Jefferson 
Snacks J. B. Lincoln Ave 
Bonen., Chas_ Cleveland Ave 
Uri/imam, W. J.. Elmwood 
Bryant. K G. N. 4th 84 
Bryant. Stand 7th and Husbands 
Brandon. Geo.. Boekman 
Bryant. Mrs Belle. Elisabeth St 
Kronston. .41 C. Wallace). Madison St
Branton, E. M. !torten 
Ave'Io 
2,2 
Ile. T.. lelest Mod
Leiser, S. G. ._ 14th St 
Lewis. Mervin, Worten's Add 
Linder Gtm., Island ("reek 
Lindtay heirs. 13th. Dorsett and .illoustmay 
Linn. M., Cismioists Si 
Kos. thl R), Little's Add 
Loeber.•W. Ittla and Harris 
Lave. A. A.. 111116 lirehse ift 11 6 34 
Luttrell. J. T.. O'Brien Add.._... 111 16
Luttrell, A. C. Fountain Park 1: 61
6 Si Lydon, Wm.. 419 K 11111* St 
Lynn. Mrs. Margarette. Clement• Mt 
:35 Length-n, Sears & acres on Benton cloud 
el Lewis. ?Los I.. Broadway ........ 3394 Leech & Wastingtos. Agtthigslass Mr W A KT Are, tith and 14th.. 1 II9 04 Leigen, id . 14th 8t 
12 handl.. L. V., Caidwell 
4 MI
9 ft? Leibel. Worten's Add  13 43
2 43
4 67 Linn, Frank, 10th Ht 41ss Leigh. J. W., Clay. 17th and 19th  .3 77
biatterson. J. F. S., 1310 S. 6th 81 $ 6 ISblarStY. Mrs., Faxa.n's Add 
Maxwell. Mrs. Lon N., Breadway, 7th and Mb 
2 Si Marshall, James, Clements St 
4 04 Marlin. Wm. M 8th, Boyd and Harris 
Is 34 Markey. Mary. 13th and Flournoy 
18 14 Molloy, Mary Sowell Ave 
31 oto Mitchell. M. A., mind J. C. Carling estate. 741 N. 110th et i 94 lililliken. Wm., Sth and Adams 
1 $11 Miller. T. 0., Wheeler Add 
3 31 Miller. Mrs. E. Al.. all mud Harrison 5 IS NUM, Mary B.. 8. 8th St 
1 04 Mrs. Mary, Ilk. Adams and Jackson 
92 Mills. J. B.. 4433 it 34 141 93 Morgan. Mrs, N. E., 8th. Clau-k mad Adams 
• 04 Morris -, Norton. 34 and 4th 
24 19 MatorritmariLW220. 111.10.....snearBroicartuncolitre..
2 4# M
8 17 Moore. Oen. W., 31d, T 
4 $0 Moss. Mary It.. Omar.' tit 
d Jones 
11 94 Mullen. Mrs. F. 11. Trinshk. 16th aad 1411i.
11 Muse. Oeo heirs. Tennessee St 
2 J04*. Wheeler Add 
2 41 Matlock. LIcsale, Go•bel Ave 
13 31 Mathews. W. H.. lith gt 
....„ - -..-






Kikuyu.. kalehael. lath, fisrpoll and Flournoy.
Kipp. C lalisubefli 1111 
...........
Kirkpatrick. Ir. IV.. Mlooneslerld Ave
Keobler, Mrs. &Lucy. **craft 
feehter. Emil. Rowkarsern 
Kashey. Nary. 13th sad Flournoy 
Kreutser. T. 13. Thermal Aid 
}(Ore. Goalvold, HinklevIlle Road 
Kotlielaser, 4ifbas.. 9414 and Washington his 
Kyle. Melissa, Kinkead Ave 
Lane, Itnin, 10th and Clay  
43
tawrence, Thos. Atkins Ave 
1 262 2921
I M
Larue, H. A . LAttie's Add 
lat"'athadrmuul, cM14111l...r,YMhj,o1rdamat'and Jackson  3 II
1.40




















Davis, Reba, Hampton Ave 
Davin. Mrs It T.. Inta. Pbsobands and Illortassa 
Darnell. H. S. 7th. Husbmeds and Boatman 
Davis. Wm M. FIsherville 
Intyht. Mrs. AMR/cook 
Dalton. hue). Benton Road 





















tharviax. A.. Madison, 13th and 14th  10 34
9 07peen. Mary. 20 a..rem near Liskon•s 
3 27C T•reell Ave 
Dili. I.o.M. Jones and Thurman Add  2 14
Dixon J T. Little's Add  
1i 4:W. D., for Mrs. W. D. Downs Trimble St 
Downs. W D. Trimble,  10 00
Delmer-het. ad. Hari Ave  $ 06Tiouch. Mrs. Robe.. Bloonslisid 9  1 1111
Dunean.'hirs T. B.. Brunson Ave  3 113
Dinumourhet. A. t".. 621 Woodward Ave   4 66
Duffy. RASP, 4119, Washingtpn and Clark -•44140 41
Dunsway. J. Al., Flournoy. 6th and 7th I 66
Dunstan. J. H.. Breeders/  11 86
14 I:Diuguld. G. C.. 234 and Orandiliciar 
Espley. W. Wheeler Add  1 3 09
Eggleston, E. W., Georgie. Sth and 6th IS
Elder. T. 0.. K 5th St  12 85
Elrod & Storrie, 2 1-2 acres Broadway to city Illielts  8 19Englert. Them, 9011 R. nth 141  4 Id
Emmerson. T. E.. \Manion. 11th and 12th  7 24
Farnsiey, Mr• I' R.. 900 Tennessee St  11 13 24
Parnell heirs. Elisabeth in  6 44
Farleigh. Annie, Broadway  7 :6
Fields. John. Elisabeth Mt  7 24
Fisher. O. W., 12th and Burnett  11 ISFisher. Otho, K. 6th ill  2 SItersgals, F. N., klechanicsburg  1 13
Yore man, H. E.. Monroe. 17th and Illtir  7 94
Foreman. A. $4.. Aladigon. 21st and 224  2 41
Frasier, Mrs. D. A., Trimble. 14th and 11th  4 at
Vutreil. T E.. Olay, lath ihnd 171h  7 71
Futrell. Frank I.. 1115 and Clark  1.11 1112
Gaybeck heirs. Elisabeth St 
Garvey. Mr.. Judith, N. 6th St 
Oardner & Palmer. lith and Terrell 
Gilbert & IlitesdersY, leek and 11th 
Gills N. A.. Elizabeth St 
Gibson, W. W.,'Onelliel Ave 
Glover, W. C., Atkins Ave • 
Glass. (leo. ll.. Faxon'. lead 
Gardner. Mrs. U. C.. Jefferson $t 
Gower, A. H.. Chanablins Add 
Gerdon, Harriette ot 
Grouse. R. A.. 5th. Husbands sad George 
Gerdes, Jamm. Caldwell Mt 
Green, J B., Goebel Ave 
Gilbert. James T., HMItlevale Rood
Greg: Minplis. Freak awe Ruby. IStia. Jefferson sad Monroe
Grainger. F. E. (24 RI. Clay And Trimble 
firinty, Sam, Clay, 13th Iva 111th 
Greg, A. J.. and M. Seibert. len Borten mad Husbands 
Greif. Nick. estate. Heldman& IR 
Gregory. C.. Trimble IM 
W-A.. Iltk sad 13th 
Illaya M. 2 acres near John Arts 
Hamilton. Mrs. Lou, linisabeth Mt 
Hamby. H. A.. Norton St .. .06.
Hays. M. T.. 04 11.. Hay. Ave 
Hem's. le _1114i • Hamm*, W. B.. Fountain Park 
Ilaytaitck. Tempi, Fnurband Add 
Kill. A., 12th. Clark and Waoltingtun 
Hart. J. B., and wife, Atkins Ave. 4",•-•-•rr 
iteett+ns. T. A., Broadway. Old and MA 
ris. R. ft. 7th. Boyd and Harris
Herrin. W. 14, 424 Kinkead ..... ̂  • .
ileltoh. L. J.. 18th and_illoalloon Its 
Henson, Mrs. M. F___1111rand Tenn ..... Mt. 
Hedges, .1. W.. 111 H. 8th 84 
Herniae. Elitabeth, Fumigate Park 
Hessig. Mr.. C, 5th and hisilteosi
Hulks Henry C Maori Rosa 
Itisey, Phil. 7th and yd 
Ificker.on, Little's Add 
Higgins, Mary. Sowell's Ave 
Ifinchliffe, T. B.. Fountain Park 
Hicklin. Nellie. Chandilin and Murray Add 
Houser, B. H., Wept End 
Herber. W. 12th and Herreien 
Holbrook. M. J., Harrison 11th and 12th 
Holt. W. Clay. 14th and 111111 
Holland, Nam E.. 7th. Boyd arid Harris 
Hosteler, Mary A., Woodward Ave 
Hotelier. F. C., etie Deyd avid Burnett 
!Dabbed, Mrs. Chamblin Add. 912 Jefferson 
Hormi.n. Emma. Madison. lath and 17th 
Husband., Mrs. S. IT, F:lisallsetti St 
Hutcherion,_)11. "1",. 8. 9th St 
Ituotnands, Wm. M.. (.; It). 2 1-3 acres near coal tip 
Hughes Ciao V., 1350 IL .fth St 
Hutcherson, N. L., Onllirie Ave 
Hughes. J. W., 8. 4th St 
Hudson. J. W, move. Ilth and 12th 
liarfee, J. 4.. W writer Add 
Herron. Mollie. lesclhaniesbe
Merle, C.. Broadway, h
Huhbard, C. 4th 'Mule
Ilytnan, L. H., Weat roadway
Isematn. Tony. 3d. Norton and George 
!semen. John. hi sad Washington ats
Iv.v. P .1. Bulah lit 
J•11144. Albert T.. 1225 Salem Ave
Jones. .7 T Adam. St 
Johnson, 11. J. tiller Ave 
Johnston. Role th, elelittndo sod Beekman 
trintion chapmen. Siam. t et
MCC0110411. John A.. Elisabeth At 
McCarthry. R. 13. 12th. Oblo and Tennessee
McCune, 11.4.4., INsierlsos 81 
McClure. Homer. 714 James Mt 
McClure. W T, aN ftl. Jarrett St 
McClure. R. F.. Jarrett and' Bridge St 
J W. Hays Ave 
McFadden. W. T. Fountain Ave 
McGee. Ws- West And 
McIntire, R. H.. Wort','. Add 
Meldahon, R A.. 4th. Elisabeth and Broad 
Alceloarnara. P., smuts 8th and Boyd 
M.:Navas Mrs. James. 419 IA Ina St 
McGhee. Wm. & J. Caldwell itt 
Name. T 111. 14215 N 12th St
Nelson, Mrs. Kale. Madison. 18th and 17th .
Newrna•. E. T.. 13th and Madison 
Nolan. A. J., O'Brien Add
Obert. L. 10th and Madison litts 
Ogilvie. - West En,
Oliver. W. III:. Faxon Add 
Owen, Lucy, 21o1 and Adams 
Owen, T. B.. 14th and Fountain Ave
Oliver. 0. W., 1Rushiag St 
Pad. Simi Estate Ins. Co.. by F. J. McElwee, 5th. Clay and Herrisms.Palmer. 0.. guardian Geraldine Palm*. 7th. Monne and Madison....Parrish. R. K. Leanest/Of Ave 
Parham, W. H.. kb and Horny. Its 
Padocsh Wagon _Os. 24 and Washington 
Parrish. Anal*. Elisabeth St Parks D. O., 5141nadleffersoallts 
rbei yter. Autos. iglisaMdh Mt. 
PeaulisaM. Kianie. 736 Clark Ml 
Phillips. Dr.. SWIa Add 
Phillips. Elbe Campbell St 
Pittman. Bello, Me Jackson St 
Phillips, W. A.. 34 end Norton Ste 
Porter. Chas. A., Little's Add 
Pm". Kivie. Clori 18th and 17th 
Pope, L. IV.. Powell St 
Polk. Bettie, 11th. Flournoy and Terrell 
Prewitt. Mre. 14. A.. Mooroe. 3d sad ad 
Price. ---.Aproar
Prober. J. R. 1.18cibla Ave 
Preuits, W. K. Tonnessma Mt 
Pries. Ben. 4th. HIMbands and CaMweil Pryor, W. L. 8th. N.Itaaboith and George 
Puryear. B. H., agent, N. Stb Mt 
Putman. J. L.. 7th and Ames St 
Phelps, 0. p. Hays and Powell... 
Parrish, Annie. MIlsabsilli St 
Price. Sterling J., Ckamblbs Add 
Paducah Brewery Os. 11th mid Monroe Ste 
Paducah Brewery (M.. Monroe. MA aid 11Ith Pierce. Josiah, 26th and Adams 
Quarles. Mrs. M.. ltit. Morton and George 
Radford. a A., 231 Hays 
Ramage. James. M. Norton and Husbands 
Rapeolee. 0. H.. in It), Ia... It 
Ralph. W. H.. 123 Jackson St 






















14 12 Daniels. Lucinda. 1120 Harrison It 
11 6 1411144 44 Daniels. Hal. 718 Harrison tit 
Daniels. Beverly. 714 Broad St  
1111* I; Davis. Wm., 1318 Madison St 










Deasddson. Anaemia. N. ttla St 
63 Edwards. Henry. Lth. Husbands and George 1 " II
27 Ellis, Aadonion, R L. agar Mean  :86
2 2 Mil N. 10th St  • 
47411
2 runway. Rosa.




Wallace, B. C., 3d and Jarrett St 
w atiortosn.or8..P4..841148,
 
F), Broad. 4th and it 
Wejeert, 3. T. estate. 537 'Thimble St 
Warren,Wells, 
a. C. t  16,801.e.nf, Aorcvbeildren, Broadway, 224 and 23d 
Wetheringten, Ed., Fountain Park 
Werner, Wallace, 1-N RI, Broadway. 24th and 1116 'etrist, Fred, 11th and Harrison bits • Webb. Vim. V, Hemilton
Whittenaore. Etdgar W., 214 N. 6th St 
White, N. and wife. 149 Clowns% IR 
White. /lam lath and Jones St 
Whiteside., C. E.. Jones, tete and 11th 
Whitehead. W. J., Madinat Pith and 186b 
ll'hittamore. 8. V.. 1St& apd Jocksion Its 16 infante Lydia. 4th and Monroe Sig 
Wilson. Martha 0.. Clements St 






Williams. A., Harrisoa, Ilk and 6th 



















Wick, J. it' , at& Harrtmoe mod kkollima . - 4 04s 44 16 illiaam. J. H.. Idetsgor Add  2 4*8 74 Wilkerson, G. C.. Rowlaadtown  4 if7 21 Worten. 3. M.. Worten's Add  97 itt2 Is Waoten, R. F.. 11th. Harrison and Clay  15 94I 94 Woolfollt. Ed.. M. Norton and Jones  
r7 
 II
a2 62 Weed. J. J., Kentucky Ave 
6 13 Worth. Josephine. 12th and Madison  69 912 43 WIMInson, W. I.'., Ashbrook Ave  3 712 23
4 13 Young, A. M., Fountain Park 1 $ 118 41 Young, J. M., Fountain Park  3 36 41 Yates. 1'. le. Hays Ave  6 320 04 Yorlk. J. W.. 21st and Adams ilts  2 14
1





nAnderso, H.. 15th, Tennessee and gegaMiAnderson. Major. *6th. Tennessee and lone* Armstrong, James 703 Ohio St 6 11Armstrong. George, 11th, Washington and Clark  4 24
Baynham, Sam 1309 1 Sth Mt S 1 21isayehagn. Chas, Cleveland  . 41
Baker, Chas., Sowell Add  2 84Baldwin. Jas., IN RI. Flournoy St  1 41Bacon, Alice, Hay. Ave  $ 21Ilennett, Blanche, 715 N. 10th St  4 73Beach. Harriett. 0th, Husbands and Boyd  3 61Bowers, Edgar. 9th. Ckidwell and Norton  . MIMoeller. Naptha. NH Harrison it  6 leBoyd, Ante, 410 S. 5th St 4  4 04Bowers, AC E., .. Itth tio  5 13Buford, W. A., Terrell St  3 77Brady, Wm.. 9th, Husband., and Beckman  3 itaBrown, Lena, Iletti and Husbands  1 34Brown, W. B., 13.6 8. 71,11 St  6 94Briggs. 'rhos.. III 18. 0th St  it 711
Brown, 0. ar lien sad Jones  4 21
Carman. heirs. Weshington, ieth and lab 8 " 71Clopton, Machala. 126 Clark St  i lie
Chart. J. W., 798 N. 10th St  6 94(lurk, E111411. Ashbrook Ave 73
Clark. -. Cleveland Ave  3 09
Copeland. Saila. 15th, Husbands and George  3 31Colic, Mary, 1434 8. lelh SI 44
Coleman. Chas.. 1191 Harrison At  Ii 67
5 13
Chambers, . Husbands and Bockman  2 41
('rider. Bob, 1507 B. 10th It  4 33
 2 42 Given, Clarissa, 7th and Burnett 
St.1 3 774s as Gibs... Daniel. 1413 S. 10th St 
I 34
4s Girlie. Boswell. 7th. Husbands aid Bookman  6 04
I 75 m. 1401 II 10th let 
 2 148=1. 
Sa
.  Ida, N. Pith St I 14a. ....  
4 21
4 12 Gregory & Heater. Caldwell At 
_ 
2 It
Oriffen, H. and D. Rosa. 0th and Norton  
$ sit 92 Green. Cato, no.r A. Conner 
91
. 13 42 Gray. Fannie. 0th and Barnett Ma 
1 21  791537Grubbs. George IV., 911 N. 5th St 93
244
44 to Hathaway, George. Terredli At 
. Husband% lerb and Mtn 
11 I
I 244 Harrison. 6
34
Menderson. George. Campbell lit 
114 Hardison. Chats. P.. 9th. Burnett and Flournoy .  4
4 01 Harris, Albert, 1009 N 7th St  4
6 11 6
se 44 Sitibbs T II 701 S 8th St  b
1 III 2Horns. 'mare. Burnett Sit 
44 *bb.. Sam, Faxon Add  2
I eg 00V/t(11. kispiw. estate. 8th and Terrell 
7 31 Howell. r. J. and A. R. Jackson, Int and 9th  •
311 42*
Ray. - Worms's- Add 
Ri glesbirger, Prank, mutate 
4441., Chan, 11401 a 14 * 
N. P., Herrings. 17th
owe reale, 8. 4th gt
Root . 110111444 St 
wad *8th 
Rudy, Mrs. C. P., Fonistate Ave
Rudd, W. p., estate. Hampton Ave 
Ruby. John. 17th, Clay and Trimble 
lt°0411tieedrs.ig.W72.".-8.•••--"wilyaCile°TellRoper, , Clements lit 
Wires. John. Mai said rrlaiebie Its IS Redmond. W. C.. Bridge St 4 56 Butter. Chas., Fountain Park Oa 4 1111 Rumeil. G. H, Thalmann Add. 46 37
3 31 Rouse, Wm., Hinkleville Road Rogers, Mrs. W. 3.. Broadway. 11th and 12th 9 90




is H. D.. It id St 2 et gpaulding. Sam T., IN R1 loth. Broadway and Kentucky Ave 3 60 Headers. H. ionithland and Tennessee 3 34 Sanders V B.. 1011. Barnett and Flournoy 7 NI Schmidt. Nick, 1113 K 341 St * 31 Watt a Wallace. leffermOn. 17th and 15111 got 6 44 Sabuite. D. W., Teeneseree St. near 1 C. R. R 9 01 Scott, Mary A,../1. 8th St B 74 Scott, F. A.. 239 Meyers At 3 et Scott. V. E., IN RI, Trimble IN 1 11 Sielbert. Mrs. Maggie. 7th and Adams 6 13 gebastiaa. Jos*. Kentucky Atm.. 111th and 11th 7 86 Sea Coast Mines! Co.. Meyers St 
Pears, Mrs. It., 5th. Elisabeth *Ad Bockm-an
1 1: 0‘24:. 
Sells. -. Hays Av. '
Sharp. Dells lierrfson. 17th and 114h 7 NI gtusw. bliss. Oil Block 48 Shelby. T. R., Husbands and Jones 5 13
3 31 Bort. Mrs. Harrison. 17th land Ifth 
enliven. S. B.. tarmetits lit 
7 31 kthenswell lir Walsee. Clements St 6 32 Rherrall. Rohe.. N. 0th-St 11 04
le 98 
nsieton. MI.. E., 0th and Monroe Rt.
glettin, Gm, G. 'att. Monroe and Bedlam' 4 44 _*ton, J. W 219 N. MA 81 
-1-211 4: 
inner. T. c. 11th. Hiptlyandla and George 
/ 
I. 01 
HS J. H. 417 Willie St. , 1 
-4- 114 
mlth. Bette's, Fountain Park 
Snifth. Ed.. eth. Broad and Blisabeth 9 51 Smith, J.' F. and wit., Broadway, 111h and 13th I ill Smedley. Hiram, 4th, Tsunami.. and Jones 2 46 Smith. Ida May, Lincoln Ave 22 0718 Powell & King. 1=2 acre near A. Conner 
46 
Sledge. R.. Ills, Norton rod Goers* 
Stewart. R. P., Halts Ave 4 06 Spark, hoe. Ashcraft 2 en Stewart, Dr. D. T., Madison, 18t1. and 17th 2 22 Stegall & Potts, Bernheim Ave 15 12 Steed, Henry, 8th and Jackman 
I rt Stewart, Mutt for chltdren. 13th and Waskingt4141 NM 2 01 Story, Rufus. Bridge at 
6 04 Manley. Mason all., near John Arts, 4th and 31iffetsOn 1 Si /*tithing/and, R. 1.. Wheeler Add 
9 11,9 Netherland, Kr.. Lena. Jackaon. 11th and 11th I 89 Swanson. (.... F.. Jefferson 
815 tt Sanderson. Ft. I mfl., l000ld Ave 
1.4
2 3f Nteberson. Frank. loon 111 
13 Smith, Nick.. Migrate and Powell 
11 ikeirell, J. D.. Salem Ave 
23
58 Tatum, David. Thurman Add 
2 49 Taylor, P V.. Darner Kilgore. 
I 2$ Terrell, Fletcher, Washington, tilt end 0th 
61 Thomao, .1. I., West and. 
NhoMpton. John e.. 747 Jon* Kt 
70 bonus. it 11.. jeer*. Hartle's. 4th aad 7th 61 homption. G. W ...1*-Iteen St 
23 Troutman. J. W.. TWitsioess At 
Troutinen J. 11.. 1126 S. 6th It 
$ I .22 l•honitmon, Mrs. Luella, KenttiolitoymiAve   13 44 Thompson, E. G.. Hinkleville VI
Thesis*. C. K.. }flakier*. Road 
Ave 
1
I. 1St and Jones St 
Joiner. lilt's. Wiley, e in eV Ave'II- 1 °' "s" 
Felret°,n4.K. iftits...11 . tee.• eh ins A. R.. sear tiel iteel• 44,,,..,.. a w . 102itith Ilitrtiett 




06; NI:norine8C.ulin, lithe. Iffoornfield Ave 
13 Vandertoot, Chas.. Jackson Al 
........ $
, Guthrie eve 
63 Vogt, Mrs. Rosa. 5th, Norton and Husbands 
3161 Vogt,v ris  Mprri• JMvary.H12mie7 ilu 14/tihe .11144
Co. Monroe, lath and 14th . inIA
16 Was, Mm. M. A., Ste S. Ith It 
59 Walker, J. 8.,,2126 Triter 
43 111n . R. J., Bloomfield 
16 Weener. Chas, Alentroe 11th rand lath 
Watkins, Emma 12 Stb



















































































































Howell. Days., Cloy, 14th sad 13th
Jacobs, Jeff, Woodward Ave 
Jenkins Lawrence, & 110 St 
Jordon, James, 9th sad Rumbaed. It 
'order'. Will, Iltk and Husbands Ms
givel. Henry. 1124 N. 0th St 
Keight. Woe, 13th. Boyd and Terrell 
Lawrence. T A., Rowliwiltown 
Lindsey, Francis, 1718 Broad Alley 
Lott, Hattie E. 6th, Ohio and Teepees** 
Lott. V H, 4th and Husbands St. 
Loving. Dennis. 1:01 .* 'Oth Pt 
boring. Om., Broad. 701 and litli 
Loring. Chas., 1337 S. 10th St 
=Dtc Work Co.. by K 
Kiveti, 7th amid Adams
ie: Little L., Ilth. Adams and Jackson Sits
Mathis. John. 7111 Jackson tlit 
Mathis, John, Brownian Add 
Sarah. John, leth and Boyd 
Ateohaniesburg Temple. 1-2 acre. near Rersogg
Ilerriweatlier, C. W., Jon's. lith and eta 
Minor. Jobe. *42 S. Mb at 
MooeleY. /ohm heirs, leth arid Rood 
1404.191141, 0. A Elisabeth. 4th and 7th 
Moor.. Aaron. 1147 N lith St 
Moore, Bartlett. IN RI, Trtmlils 71111 and 5th 
McClure, Mid, heirs. Washington. lath and 11th
McKnight. Jones, Beckman. 9th and 15th 
McKnight. Will, Burnett and Flournoy 
Neal. Basel or Nellie. Pith and Cleveland 
Nelson. James. 1627 Clay 84 
Nichols. Isaac, 1127 Jones St 
Overton & Reed. George. 6th and 7th 
Overton. Scott. lith and Ohio 
4 Owen, Frank. Sr.. 92$ WasIttrogiota IR 
Owes. Prank. Sr.. eth and Husbands 
Owen. Nelson, 931 Washington At 
Owen. Emma.. 912 Kentucky Ave 
Pascal. S., back of A Conner 
Polk, James K., 1133 N. 11th Ml 
Perry. htertse. lith, Flournoy and Terrell
Perkins. Marshall. N. 11th 51 
Price, Marion. 419 Husbands Mt 
Pullen, Ned, 1111M, Tennessee and Jones 




















































Reeves, leery. 5th. Husbands and Boclunas. $ 5 13
Reeves, Gran. N. FM IR  It 14
Reed, Elisa. 8th. Norton and Husband.  30 44
Reed, Ild, N 1411 St 2 43
Reynolds. TM.. (31 It). Atkin. Ave  1 51
Reynolds, Pave and Wild 12th and Flournoy  2 11
Itedmond, Ed and wife. Rowlandtown - 2 31
Richardson. Des.. 8. eth St  2 43
eidgews,p,--Will and wife. 12th. Jonas and Terosemnse .• a 61
Robinson, C. W.. Jones. 10th and Ilth  ...,  4 78
Robertson. Kate. Washington, 7th mid 0th  • 73
Robertson, James. 704 & 8th  4 06
Shaw. Mrs. II, Jones. 7th and Stts
Simpson. Linda or Manerva. Mill St
Smalley,_ James. nesr Mr.. Beyer 
Smith, Mariah. 211 linsbands St 
sorters. Sarah, Tully Add 
String•r. W. K. Telmer Ave 
Stanley, Jane, near Terrell,. 
Steed. Belle, 1111 N. 11th St 
Talley, 01., 124 N. 10th at 
Tandy. Page. Clay Pt 
Thomas. Sarah C., N. 13th St
Thomas, Harris, 11th and Washington BO
Thompson heirs. Itstia. Harris and Boyd 
Tucker. Chas.. 1041 R. 5th St 
















Watkins, Metsger Add $ 2 St
Washington. John, 1318 S. 0th Mt  2 77
Wallace. Minerva, Miji St  2 03
Watson, Albert. 1311 Monroe St  4 13
Watts, A., 1139 N. 4th St  6 11
Webb, Alfred. 1336 8. 8th St  4 33
Webb. J. W S. 10th Mt  II 14
White, Vick. Broad Ally  311
White. Stoke, Broad Al y ,  2 1/1
Wilson, Jordan, 8. 9th St  4 06
Williams. Thos., 1226 B. letb 84  6 44
Williams, Innit. 431 Terrell St  4 60
Rttlilunic Lucy. Cleveland Ave 44
Woolfolk Scott. 8. 18th St I  2 94
The above property lists having been returned to the Auditor as delin-
quent, will he offered for sale at the City Hall doer on htondey. November 5.
15011. at 10 o'clock a in., by tha treasurer unto"i paid to him before that data.
ALMA KIRKLAND, Auditor.
raducsh, Ky.. October If leeti.
SALVADOR'S DINASTKR.
Flood and Volcano Kill People
Destroy Towias.
San Salvador, Oct. 33.- Tele-
graphic rointnisoleatios with !ste-
al nor points has been restored and
news of thr disaster Is being receiv-
ed. Over one hnntired persons have
been drowned in Contepenon. A rad
1 quantity of sniptime water Vs.
thrown out of the Chill° volcano and
inundated the town of Panchlnalro.
sod killing most of the inhabitants. Pi-
miento and other towns are report-
ed to have been swept away by the
floods. The schooner Onetime, with
a numbed. at youposagers oi board,
has been lost betweea Corloto, Nit-a.
reins. and Allapels, tfondei.o, Iv.
ail-body se bowed was drentidt
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- Yam el lis SEAMS." " Weal Corso." --
"Ins Ow karats In Assest."1".
'
ISM. by Harper It Brother% -•
111 !Ili Pi it Ilia! H-44-
afeuriee Gordon made a little move
mere. of the shoulders as lade-sting a
certain uneastuesa, but he said noth-
ing.
'Chem was a pause of considerable
duration, at the end of which Durnovo
produced a paper from his pocket and
three it down.
-That's good business," be said.
-Two thousaud tusks," murmured.
Maurice Gordon. "Yee, that's good.
Through Akrfied, I suppose?"
"Yes. We eau outdo these Arabs at
their own trade."
An evil smile lighted up Duruovo'a
sallow' face. When he smiled its droop-
ing, curtaltellke mustache projected in
a Stay that made keen Mmervers of
the' human face wonder what his
inootb was like.
(thrdoti, who had been handling the
paper with the tips of his fingers as if
It *ere eocurtierig uueleau. threw it
'keen on the table again.
"Ite-ell." be said slowly. "but it does
not-seem to dirty black hands as it
dotia white. They know no better."
-tont!" ejaculated Duruuvo. "Don't
let ‘s begin the old arguments all over
again. 1 thought we settled that the
trade was there. We couldn't prevent
and therefore the best thing is to
nethe hay while the sun shines and
then clear out of the couutry.-
•Rut reippoise Meredith finds otter
reiterated Slauriee Gordon. with the
la Menet liesitatiou that precedes
loss.
"M' Meneeith finds out It will be the
"'otter for him."
A certain teneentration of tone
itemised Maurice Gordon's attention,
and be glauetel uneasily at bis coin-
teatime
"No one knows what goes on in the
heart of Africa,- said laurnovo darkly.
-Bet we will not trouble about that.
Meredith won't find out,"
-Where is he now?"
'With your slater at the bungalow.
A lady's man -that is what he is."
On bearing that Jack was at the
leingalow with Jocelyn, Maurice Got,
doe glaincell at the clock and wonder-
ed 'how he could get away from his
present visitor. The atmosphere of
hi* Meredith's presence was prefer-
able to that diffused by Victor Durso-
vo. There was a feeling of personal
safety and dignity in the very sound
of his voice which set a weak and
easily led man upon his feet.
Ibit Victor Dueler() had something
to say to Gordon which circumstances
had brought to a crisis.
'stook here," be said, leaning toe-
ward and throwing away the ciga-
rette be had been smoking, "this siesta-
rune aeries:le is going to be the biggest
Heti that has ever been run on this
coast."
"Yes." said Gordon, with the indlt-
feeenee that eases from nonearticipa-
nab.
"And I'm the only business man in
lea significantly.
Gordon noldedlehls head, awaiting
farther developments.
"Which means that I could work
another man into It I might And out
that we -Could not get on without him"
The blnek eyes seemed to probe the
good natured, sensual fate of afauriee
Gordon. so keen, so searching was
their glance.
"And I would be willing to do it, to
make that man's fortune, provided
that be was my brother-In-law"
"What the devil do you mean?"
asked Gordon. setting down the glass
that was half raised to his lips.
"I wean that I want to marry Joee-
And the modern school of realistic,
mawkishly foul novelists, who boil!
' Besides," he said."( may SuCCMId with-
out nay ot that--eti Y "
that love exenseth all, would have
taken delight in the passionate rem:tee-
the of the girl's mune.
"Want to marry Jocelyn, do your
ansivered Maurice, With a deretive little
laugh On the first Impulse of the mo-
ment be gave no thought to himself or
his own intereets and spoke with an-
disguised contempt. He might hare
been speaking to a beggar on the road-
s Mae.
Ilentoro's eyes dashed dangerously
and his tobacco stained teeth clinched
for a moment over his lower 11p.
'Tint Is my desire and intention."
"Look here, Durnovo." exclaimed
re:inlet', "don't be a fool! Can't you
see that It is quite out of the auestlear
(To Ue
New Orleans' Famous Cook
Ends Her Services.
Diplontate. Rulers, Artists and Sol-
4111 .4 Fell VIMAnts to Her
1'landia
INVENTED IIER OWN DISHES,
New Orleans, Oct. 13.-M me.
Elizubeth Beetle the queen of the
culinary art in New Orleans and
owner of the celebrated Begue restau-
rant, where poets, painters, novenaes
diplomats and even rulers of the peo-
ple have bees entertained at break-
fast for the last thirty years, Is dead
at her home in this city, seed 75
years. Her demise Mooed a long mid
eventful career, forty-five years of
ithich were spent -la educating and
edifying her fellow creatures In the
at it-rice of good living.
The name Begue (pronounced Be-
gay I has been assesciated with the
highest expression Of ePiellennelsoy
not only with the PeoPis of that city,
but with men and women, some of
whom are famous in artfatic and lit-
erary circles throughtset the world. 
InventsOwn Dadme,
Mme. home was born In Bavaria.
She came to New Orleans in 11.53 as
Miss Elizabeth Kettenrine, and in
1877 she was married to the man
who assisted her in the pretiaration
of the meals which mad* both of
them famous. Together 'thee
and concocted the most wonder-
ful and appetizing dishes. Many of
which were originated by them and
copied by chefs the world over. The
Marne Begue was ayao.iymous with
high living here, and no person of
wealth or position eceild afford to
Wu one of Mule. Regime break-
fasts.
She was an indefailguable worker.
AC She invariably slid most of the
cooking herself, assisted by M. Be-
etle. She would often be found
bent:Dag over a hot fire putting the
finehing touches to the dishes her
patrons would come miles to enjoy,
and only during the last five months
did she abandon her work on weenie)t
of advanced age and poor health
Fine China Lagting.
The quartees occupied by Mat.
Beetle's restaurant are old and lack
modern conveniences. She served only
one meal, and that was breakfast at
II o'clock, which usually lasted for
nearly three hours. Only the plain-
est tableware and Rhyme's were used,
and the drinking water was placed
on the table an ordinary claret bot-
tles. Only a person of her reputation
and ability could successfully offer
such poor surroundings, but the de-
liciousness and originality of her
dishes counteracted what was lack-
In display.
Among the celebritee entertained
at Rogue's restaurant was Mrs, Nisei-
alas Longworth, and others included
the late Eugene Field Frederick
Ware', Louis James, Julia Marlowe,
Lewis Morrison, Henry Clay Bares-
bee, Sol Smith Russell, Jennie Wild
and scores of others et:tuella as fam-
ous.
Broke-He Committed Suicide,
London, Oct 23.- Within an
hour after posting notice of his sus-
pension front business, P MacFay-
den. head MacFayden & company,
ieinkers, whose failure was announc-
ed Saturday, killed hiroself by inme-
!bit tinder a treen In tee cithway Re-
cent cnttou berry (me causes !all-
ure
Children Strike.
Berlin, Oct. zis.-- iaractically one
million school children of Polish ex-
traction in the cistern Prnetaaes of
Germany are on a strike and refuse
to attend school, owing to an at-
tern•pt of the German government to




IIt is riclt in the food
elements o Pabst exclu-
sive eighe ay malt and
the tonic roperties of
( 
hops. It nour-
ishes the whole body.
Pabst eight-day malt
gets all tl* good out of
the barley into the beer.
Pabst
DlueRibbon
has highest food value
because made from Pabst
eight-day malt. This,
together with many ex-
clusive features of the
Pabst brewing process,
gives it thet rich, mel-
low flavor found in no
other beer.
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer is always pure and
clean, the most health-
ful beer and the best to
drink. It is the beer for
your family to drink-
the beer to ieep oil hand
in your home.
R1 KR X1 W3
lir 'T7
Cairo .15.3 ti tall
Chattanooga   8.9 1.9 rise
Cincinnati : ....10.7 0.6 fall
ilvansvill•  8.5 0.4 fall
Florente  51 0.4 rise
Johnsonville 8.1 0.3 rise
Louisville  4.6 0.1 fall
Mt. Carmel  1.6 ... St'd
Nashville 10.2 0.3 tall
PIttaburg  7.9 0.4 fall
Davis Island Dant 7.1 0.5 fall
St. Louis  0.6 0.2 fall
Mt. Yemen  8.0 0.3 fall
Paducah .... 9.6 6.2 fall
The gangs registered • stage of
9.0 this morning, a fall of 0.2 in the
hist 24 hours. Weather dear and
warm and business at the wharf was
"ietthe Chronado arrived from Pitts-
bnrg last night and will Ite tip mere
for several days, awaiting a Paste
front Pittsburg. The boat will than
leave for the White river in Arkan-
sas on a hunting trip. The Coropado
Is a good looking stern wheel boat
built along houseboat lines. Hunting
trips are made annually by the own-
ers of the boat.
The Major Mackenzie returned
front Cairo last night. The river
rights anR conditions have been in-
spected from Louisville to Cairo. Af-
ter taking on coal the Major Macken-
ate will return to Loursvitle.
'Only the Georgia Lee will be run
In the Cincinnati-Memphis trade for
the next several weells. The Peters
Lee will net start out for some time.
The Georgia Lee will leave Cincta.
heti tVedneeday evening and arrive
here Friday on the down trip to
Mettiphls,
The Joe Fowler will re-Outer the
Evansville trade the last part of this
week or the first Part of next week.
The Dunbar will drop out and the
Joe Fow:eru crew which has been
running on the Dunbar will get back
Into their old berths. The John Hop-
kins will relieve the Henry Harley
as soon as repairs can be completed.
The Illinois Central tug. Lizzie
Archbold, will be taken out on the
dry docks for repairs tomorrow. The
gasoline teg Antoinette will be let
off today end will return to Mouton
City.
Th•e City of Saltillo arrived out of
the Tennessee yasterday evening at
o'clock and left after unloading for
St. Louis. The /Menlo Drought one
of the nest signs of Christmas, a
shipment of mixed nuts.
the Bernice did tut get away till
_today for the Tennessee river,
The Dunbar arrived this afternoon
from Evansville and left immediate-
ly for the same point.
The Clyde came out of the Ten-
dessee river last evening with the
Salting and Is now at Joppa deliver-
ing freight. The Clyde will leave to-
narrow evening for the Tennessee
river.
The Buittorff will arrive early to-
Morrow from 'Clarksville and leave
Wednesday at noon for Nashville.
The wharf on the left hand sids
of Broadway is especially unsightly
now, being littered with driftwood
loft by the fatting river. The banes
too -are caked with mute Only that
Part of the wharf between Broadway
and Kentucky avenue Is respectable
looking Passengers from Memphis,
Cincinnati or St. Louis sometimes
get the only Impression of Paducah
they have from its wharf.
R. F. Kelley has filed suit against
the Flyman Steamboat company for
$10.000 damages at Dover, Tenn lit-
is one of the three brothers who en-
gaged in a fight with Clerk le T
Conners on the boat herb', resulting
from Kelley's mistaking state rooms
When he desired to change shoes.
The case was aired in the police
court here and two of the Kelley
brothers with Conners were held
over to the grand jury for malicious
'tumult.
Official Forecastle
The Ohio at Evansville and aft
Vernen will continue falling during
the next two or three days. At Padu-
cah and Cairo, no material change
daring the 'next24 to 36 hourewith
a falling tendency it Cairo, during
the next 24 hours.
The Teenessee at Florence will
fall todaya...At Johnsonville will con-
tinue Hiring during the next .24
hours.
The Mississippi from Chester to
Cairo will continue falling slowly
during the next 24 hours,
ROOSEVELT AIDS i'ISLON'S WIFE.
•
Plea for Convict fluidised Results in
Order for liberation.
Pittsburg, Oct. 23.- On Monday
morning, just two years to the day
from the time he entered Riversids
penitentiary as a convict, James H.
Ekes, former bookkeeper of the Ta-
rentum National bank will be lib-
erated on orders from President
Roosevelt. Ekes was convicted for
embezzling $5,000 ahd sentenced to
five years in prison. His health has
been falling and his Wife went to
President Roosevelt in perepn and ob-
tained his prone*e to look into the
matter The result wea that Warden
Johnston today received orders to re-
lease Ekes.
President to Open Exposition.
Washington, Oct. 23.- It is oel-
clailY announced at the White House
today that President Roosevelt will
open the Jamestown exposition with
a speech April 26 next.
EARL OF LOVELACE
CREATED SCANDAL
Pnblislied Book to Prove His
Grandfather Sr011nitrel.
•
Lord Byron's Deerendam .41441 Had
Royal Blood in Him Veins and
Si • Red.
DROPS DEAD IN HIS CASTLE,
London, Oct. 23.--The other
the Earl of Lovelace fell dead front
heart discaiie on the veranda of his
beautiful Mansion near Ripely, in the
comity of Surrey, forte or fifty rulles
hole latedon.e He was a sonless
wIdower, 77 years old so that the
titles and estates pass to his half-
brother. Captain King-Noel, uf his
majesty's army, now on the retired
lite The eaql was a man of remark-
able traits, eccentric habits and moat
distinguished ancestry. He was de-
scended direct from King Henry' II.
by Lady Catherine Grey. sister 'of
Lady Jane Grey. Among other an-
cestors were John Locke, inetaphy
sician and philosopher and ainh4e. Of
a volume entitled "Locke on the Un-
derstanding." that has brought dis-
tress into the lives of col.ege ate-
dents for a century and a Wilt. Pete :
King, who was lord chancellor for
many years in the early part of the
eighteenth century, was ante/lee of
his forefathers. But perhaps the
best known in the long list was Lord
Bryon, the poet, whose daughter,
Lady Wentworth usually knowir as
Ada Bertin, was his mother. Ada
Byron was the only child of the poet
who deserted her mother when the
was only a month old and never saw
her afterward. Nevertheless he
frequently mentioned her with affee-
Conate rementhrances and dedicated
to her "Childe Harold," whittle the
greatest of his Poems-
The lane Earl.
The late Seel Lovelace created one
of the greatest sensations ever ex-
perienced by the literary world mans
years ago, and shocked the sensibil-
ities of aristocracy of England, who
are usually loyal to their own sinners,
and keep their skeletons locked up in
cupboards as securely as possible.
lie published a book to prove that hitt
grandfather was an Infamous scoun-
drel, and was eminently successful
in 1509 Harriet' Beecher Stowe
charged that Lord Byron abused his
wife in a brutal and inhuman man-
uer. &lid declared that she lived a
life of marsyrdorn "Mtn he deserted
her and went trv live with another
woman in Italy. Mil Mrs. !noire
made this attack it was universally
understood that the *nitration from
his wife was due to the eccentricities
of genius, to the restless habits of
a most amiable and charming man
who fell in love with everabodss and
caused all to fall In love with him.
A profound sensation was created, A
Imitative of defenders arose In vari-
ous parts of the will and fought
valleatly in defense ot the poet's rep-
utation. When the ecartroverey was
hottest it was announeed that Lord
Lovelace, the grandson of Byron,
had discovered documentary evidIVISC,
from the family records which would
be pliblished in book form, and, very
naturally, everybody expected that he
would vindicate the honor of the
family
HEARST'S MINK NON-UNION,
Wined IliapeAch, From Lead, S.
Thrown Into Fight.
New York, Oct. 23.- The labor
vote In the New York gubernatorial
campaign will be thrown Into the un-
certain column today by a World dis-
patch from Lead, S. D., which states
that Heanstas Homestake mine is a
non-union corporation. Republican
leaders think this will give Hughes
an even Chance to carry New York
City.
A happy thougneMrs.Austin's Pan-




In most moos are direct results of
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM-
MATION OF THE BLADDER.
The strain on the Kidneys and in





Two doses give relief, and one bee
will curs any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and lame Back,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 60 rents
a box on the No Cure No Pay bags
by McPberson's drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agents for Pre
thumb, or sent by mail upon receipt
of pries to Lark Bedtime' Om, Lou
nigh, Ilty.
WA TO BE VOTED
PE NOVEMBER ELECTION
r •
REPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW Ilea.
TRACT BETWEEN THE CITY Ols PADUCAH AND THE PAINnath
WATER COMPANY.
Owing to the fact that the contracts
existing between the city of Paducah!
and the local water company for fire
hyttrants expires during the current
month it was incumbent upon the
g,•neral councl to negotiate for such
serve* covering the remaining period
which the franehise of the water
company Still has to run, to-wit:
eighteen years.
After several conferences between
the joint light and water committee
and the officers of the water company
a scale of rates for fire hydrants was
agraed upon by the committee and
the water company These rates
have been embodied in a contract
which will be submitted to the gen-
eral council for such action as the
wisdom of that body may determine.
If the proposed contract Is favorably
acted upon by the general council,
,it must be submitted to the votes of
the city at the text election and
a.Mrialatively ratified by not less than
twoohiras of the vote then cast upon
the question before contract be-
tween the city and the water ('om-
pany can be finally remelted.
It is therefore worth while for the
voters of the city to carefully con-
sider the terms of the proposed con-
tract before casting their votes at the
coming election, and if it appears
that the proposed contrast is to the
advantage of the city, then to register
their approval thereof upon their bal-
lots.
In order that the voters may have
an opportunity' to become hilly ad-
vised regarding the ternis of the pro-
posed contract a copy of the same Is
herewith submitted which reads as
follows:
-Settion 1. That the City of Padu-
cah, Ky„ agrees to rent and does
hereby rent ' teem Paduesh Witter
company, its successors and assigns,
four hundred and eleven 1411)
double novae fire hydrants now es-
tabltihed in said tit)* for a period of
eighteen tiS ) years from the passage
and final approval of this ordinance,
after an election by the people as
herein& fter provided. The anneal
rental for each of said fire hydrants,
which the city ot Paducah hereby
agrete to pay for the first ten (10)
years of said term, shall he twenty
(*woo) dollars and the annual
rental for the remaining eight (8)
years shall be fifteen 1115.00) don
lane unless the said city shall sooner
purchase water company's Plant, with
six (6) per coot interest upon defer-
red payments. The payments of said
rectal* shall be made as provided in
the original ordinate* contract.
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
on extensions of main-s that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
Water company. Its successors or as-
signs, as provided In the original Or-
dinance contract during the. said
eighteen years, shall be dueled and
paid for as provided in section one
hereof; but at the expiration of ten
(10) years from the time this ordi
nance shall have been finally ap-
proved as set out above, all the then
fire hydrants shall be charged and
.paid for at the uniform rate as above
provided and the contract therefor
shall expire at the end of the eighteen
years fixed in section one.
'Section 2. Before this ordinance
shall become effecnve it shall be sub-
mitted to a vote of the qualified
voters' of the city of Paducah, Ky.,
at the general election to be held in
said city on the 6th day of November.
1906, the said vote to be taken In the
Manner and as provided by law for
the submission of public questions to
the voters of said city.
"Section 4. This ordinance shall
take effect and be in force from its
passage approval and ratalleation by
the qualified totem s of the city of Pa-
duash. K>'., arid a written acceptance
of its terms and conditions by the
Paducah Water company flied with
the clerk of the city of Paducah, Ky.,
within ten (id) days after the °Metal
certificate of its approval at the popu-
lar election."
At the present time the water com-
pany has installed for the use of the
city 411 fire plugs, which under the
old contract are rated and cost each
year as follows:
150 fire plugs at $40.04)...$8,000.00
30 fire plum. at $30.00... 900.00
231 fire plugs at $25.0').. 5,775.00
Total $32,675.00
Under the proposed contrite this
same service would cost tne city but
$8,220.00 for each of the first ten
years of the contract a saving upon
the number of hydrants now installed
of $4,455.15) Per annum anti for the
ten year period a saving of $44,-
450.00,
For each of the last eight years
which the franchise has to runs the
cost for 411 hydrants would be $6.-
16.5, a saving to the city of $6,510
per annum or of $52,08%1 for the
entire eight years of the tem-
Ohm, making a total saving to the
City between the existing contract and
the proposed eoutract of $96,630
There is nothing contained in the
proposed contract changing the rights
of the
patty
city or those of the water coat-
under the original franchise.
The city still retains the right to pur-
chase the water company's plant at
the expiration of midi live year period
In Accordance with the terms of the
original franchise.
This committee has also compared
the rates contained in the proposed
contract with thee* in effect in 127
other cities for the sante class of ser-
vice and Ands the proposed rates low-
er than those paid by. any of these
cities. The approximate aNerage cost
per hydrant in the number of cities
mentioned above is $48.
The rates referred to were Submit-
ted by the local water company and
this committee assume• that the fig-
ures are correct. The list of the
cities with the rate paid in each is on
file with this committee and anyone
desiring to verify the figures con-
tained therein may haye the oppor-
tunity of doing so at any time
It should also be borne In mind
that until a new contract is entered
into aetween the city And the water
company, that the rates charged un-
der the ex.sting contract will main-
tain. The onlv alternatives offered
to escape front the old rates are
either to make a new contract or to
discontinue the service, the latter, of
course, being quite impossible.
Therefore this committer has no
hesitation In reeommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the c.ty of Paducah that the Pro-
Posed contract be ratified
_JOINT LIMIT AND WSTER COM-
MITTEE
Notice to Contreetore.
Bids will be received by the boari
of public works, until Wednesday.
October 24th, 1106, ,for the con-
atrqction of the tonowing streeM, by
grading and graveling of same as per
Plana and specifizations on file in the
city engineer's olliceainder ordlitamers
providing for these ituprovernents
Clay street from Seventeenth to
Nineteenth street.
Twenty-second street from Tilm-
ble to Mildred street,
Twenty-third street from Trimble
to Mildred etreet.
The board reserves the right to re-
ject any and all bids
BOARD 08' PUBLIC WORKS...
By Dr. J. Q. Taylor Secretary.
L. A. Washington, City Engiseer
October 13th, 1906,
Street Car Franchise for Sale.
On Friday, the 26th of October,
1906, about the hour of 10 o'clock
a. rm, at the door of the City Hall, I
will offer for sale a street car fran-
chise, for a tern) of 20 years, accord-
ing to ordingnce recently passed by
the city council.
The ordinance is on file in the Au-
ditor's oMce and can be seen by those
desiring to purchase This sale it
made subject to the approval of the
General Council.
The city reserves the right to re-
ject any and all bids. Respectfully,
D A. TEL,E11.
Mayor of the city of Paducah, Ky.
The Touts Wonder
Ceres all kidney, bladder and rheu-
matic troubles; sold by J. H Oehl-
schlaeger, 801 Broadway, Dr, K. W.
Hall, office 2926 Olive street, St.
(mule. Mo.





It ,t•tioaa of ulcerstioas
of la ts. o • wenn brutal,
Palatine, mil set nstrUe
goat Of pol.usous
"WM Us lircuararm.
Of 1051 i plala Irtaremit
Sr OR f1•111, powsia ilie
b. Ws. 111.71.
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And all po+nts East.
Information chee,fully furnished on
application at City Ticket Office "Big
Four Route," No. see Fourth ave., or
write to
S. J. GATES,
" Get! Agt, Peesenger Departmest•
Lotdeville. Ey.
H. J. itieR174.




£vaasville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Ilicept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Ertel,-
Mlle and way landings at 11 a in.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect trout Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.
DiCR FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily ex-
cept Sunday. Special exclusion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cake
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
Sot further Information aril, to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
leowler-Crutubaugh & Oo'a *Moe.
Both phones No. 33.




Leave Paducah for Tennessee tatierM:
Every Wednesday at 4 p. at,
A. W. WItHiliT Mergeo
ZUGKSK ROBINSON 
This company le not responsible
for Invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
U.S of new subscribe-re added by the
Last Tennessee T•-lephone
pair Today:
2stitt -Wyatt, Nettie, 674 South
Slain
!SIM Young, Eliza 19t:7. Broad
2811-Toung, Thos. 411 South
Twelfth.
2810- Gcodrich, Frank, 1305
South Tenth.
280N-Beenett, Mrs. May, 415
South Third.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to Its worth and value.
We have In the city over 1,000
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent company; outside
the city and within the county we
have 63 times as many subscribers as
the Independent company. Yet we
Jill place a telephone in your resi-
dence at the *ante rate the Independ-
ent company, la supposed to charge,
and provide in addition, loag dist-
ance facilities which will enable yeti
to reach Mty million people from
your Dome .








FOR OUCHS and 60c & $1.00
OLDS Free Trial.
Surest and Quietest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES. or MONEY BACK.
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Salley, Prop,
METROPOLIS, ILL.
Newest and beet hotel in the city.
late/ $2-no. Two large sample
ooms, Bath rooms. BlectrIc
ignts. The only centrally located
iotel in the city.
Caosaircial Patrons.* Solicits!.
Henry Mammen, Jr.
Roorrod to Third as1 Iootocky




rite PIM 33I-2. itniessa Plass 4114
ABIAll L. WEIL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK






MOW, 112-111 Irostrey, aid 118111114i1l
57 Qolleati in 18 Mavis. inOtairlON• as
ewe, or mane, K FIINDIRD /.1.0 teach lily7,:tv.4....,;.(7, last
it 
Subscribe for TN. ante -
BOYS AND fillaS
Write Us a Verse or
Story on
Wallerstelds Bells
Prizes for the Best Two
Probably, every man. woman and child in
),
 Paducah knows
of the great 'ucress of our "at home" last Thursday, and
the hit we made with our souvenir bells.
You could see, and bear them all over the city; the
aldermen were disturkol in their deliberation, and 'eared
On the thief of police to qu.et the racket, and many a
sleeper awakened by "the tinkle of the bells," Waller-
stein's belis
The incident was deemed worthy of notice by the
new.papers and has suggested an idea to us. We want a
composition, or story, as the newspepers call it. or a verse
upon it, and shall offer two prizes of five dollars in gold
each for the best article wrdten by a girl and the other
for the isest article written by • boy. The composition t
contain two hundred words or less.
The contest is opsn to every school boy or girl in Pa-
durah, and the contrfbutions must be la our office by Sat-
urday at noon Mr. R. B. Willson, editor of the News-Dem
aerie and Mr L. V. Armentrout, of The Sun, will be the
Judges, and make the awards, and the prize contributions
will be published early next week.
Read the announcements of the opening in the after-
•
norm papers of Wedneriday and Tbursday, and the newspa-
per romments on the incident in Friday's papers for ma-
terial for your eomposition.
0/4 i$ ////







Special Sale of Fine Box Paper
Something New, Cloth Finish Stock, Correct Shape
We ate anxious that every lady in Paducah that uses good
writing material should know about our stock. As a special
magnet for trade we offer a special cloth finish paper, latest
correct style packed one quire in a box at
I9c a Box
This same paper has alwa)s brought 25e heretofore. This
offer good only until October 270.




Moder. - Highest Grads
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every few minutes between Hotel, Depotz,








Rome, Oct 23 --An order for 1.-
000 passenger ears Mr nee on the
Malian railway was placed with
American flume hy the government.
This is the first time an order ever
was given for ears of foreign make.
frbe outcry against antiquated cars
Oo the Hellas railways ise-
•
.essitated the step.
Horsed to Death. .
South Bend, Ind Oct. 23.—Vktor
TradIreaux, a Lakeshore fireman,
' was fatally burned and John More-
ban, the etgineer, badly scalded by a




Scientists See A New Danger
For Future Generationm.
1 silted Stater Has Not Suffitient for
Her testi assets and Denies eta
'anada.
SOME ST tRTLI NG FIGURIF:S.
WaehlEgton, Oct. 23.— Wkh the
orkt, so thel scientists figure, ne•ar-
g the brink of a famine in iron and
shortage in its coal supply, it de-
-lops that the stuck of wood is also
It serious danger of giving out.
Consul Widiaiu G. Telehatuan,
a riling front Elbeustock. in Satouy,
.. the state department, discussee
this aubject of the world's supply and
nods It diminitshing at au alarming
rate.
It was expected that when coal
came in as a substitute for wood the
demand for Wood would dintionsh.
Instead, this demand has gone on in-
creasing.
The 'North American problem is
not a light one. Ones' the United
States was the possible wood store-
house of the world but it has out
enough now to supply its own demand
though having :r06356.000 acres of
wooded arta. It is dependant upon
Csnada, which with Its 799.133.000
at res of forests, represent* probably
the largest single area of any coon-
Er) In the world. Canada sends its
entire surplus to the United States.
Mr. Teichamaa says that although
large territories of forest* especially
in China, Korea, India and South
America remain to be %Rinsed it Is
certain the question of the future
wood supply of the world. DOW at-
tracting the attentloa of economists.
will continne to excite great interest
-The continuation of the present
wood consumption without compre•
henalve reforesting, will within a
century at the very latest. result In
• great and very Important scarcity
of the wood supply," predicts Mr.
Teichaman.
Some details of wood consumption
are given in the report. Mr. Teich.-
man says the coal mines of Belgium
called for 1,742449 square yards of
wood for the various Purposes to
wbich wood Is put In mines in 1903
Each year a renewal of old supports
is taking place and new ones are he
Mg put into new galleries. Rail-
roads eat up enormous quantities of
wood in crosaties. Add to these
wood ,for excelsior, newspaper, bags.
etc., on. will have tons running into
millions each year. Importations of
wood by some of the European eotto
tries are heavy, England leadang with
imports of 16.342.'d00 yards per an-
num. Germany is second with 11,-
766,647 yards, and France third
with ii,4116 300 yards,
Russia hoods European countries in
exportation of wood, sending out 9.-
544, 474 cubic yards per year. This
does not include Finland, which alone
exports 4.000,000 cubic yards, and
Austria-Hungary- third with 4.929 -
260 yards.
North America, Silents. Africa, In-
dia. China, Korea and South America
still contain great unutIlized and al-
most unknown forests. "Neverthe-
less," advises Content Teichaman. "It
would be well not to exaggerate the
dimensions of these wood supplies.
-many African forests are really
composed of nothing better than thin
bushes. and Siberia is already being
systematicalW subjected to deforsoi
tag. which will also begin in Korea
the near future."
TWO STORKS GIVEN ROOSEVELT
Riede Said to Re hatter's Gift, terive
on Liner %merit*.
New York Oct. 23.—Two storks
• gift to President Roosevelt, arrived
today on the steamship Amerika
Consigned to the Ameeican Express
company, which will forward them
to Washington, the two birds were
put in the care of Chief 011icer Reuas
by Mr. Hagenbeck, the animal dealer
of Hamburg, who is said by Mr.
Reyes to be the donor though a per-
tinent rumor on shipboatd had it
that the actual giver is the emperor
of Germany, who takes this method
of encouraging the w 'I known anti-
race suicide views of the preeident.
Caged In an open crate the storks.
one a male and the other a female.
posited moat of their time on the boat
deck abaft of the pilot house, where
in spite of a sign on their habitation
"Take care, they will bite," they be-
came the cotter of Interest for the
Mist cabin passengers.
TOOTHBRUSH ETC. PRO%'97, BONDS
'Inn 'With Vallee of Mellirkifli Pro
frames Ignerstnee of Contents.
Cloveland, Oct. 23.—Arrested In a
railroad camp near Mayfield, Ohio
•today with a %elite, containing $24,-
000 of negotiable securities, Leslie
O'Dell. of Parkernburg, W, Va., pro-
farad Ignorance of the contents. He
said be apposed the valise contained
a toothbrush, toiler and shirt. Thr
valise is the one which George L
Bell of Akron, reported had been
taken from him while riding on ar
Interurban car by a stranger who oc-
cupied the same seat and who alto









shoe a thing to be admired by
every lover of the artistic
Why not add to the beauty
and grace of the feet by dress-
ing them in La France shoes?
HARBOUR'S DE )ARTIEIT STORE





Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.
 r
PAGEt'S RaTUARANT
For puck lunches. Short orders a specialty. (live to% a trial.
PAGE'S, 112I South Third St.
- MIR
"Rock" Ewing Dead.
Cincinnati, 0., Oct. 21.— %Virden%
Suckingham Ewing, known all over
the United States as "Back" Ewing,
a famous baseball catcher, died at
his home la this atty. Death was due
to diabetes and paralytic Ewing was
a native of this city but was connect-
ed with the New York National
League team longer than with any
iother single baseball club. He leaves
a wife and son and daughter.
. , 
The main revenue of the_ arch
episcapary In the Varese of eaten s
is derived from the monopoly of sei Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news!ing the snow of Mount, monopo I while it is news.yields a great profit.
Let Us Save You 25 Per Cent
on Your Winter Suit
We guarantee to sell you good, new and
dependable clothing for men and boys at
a saving of 25 per cent over what you will
have to pay to credit houses. Patrons to
whom we have sold ona of our $12 all pure
worsted suits have told us they ware asked
$1s at Broadway stores for same suit, and
we know it to be a fact. Let us show you
our line.
Men's Suits at from
$4.50 to $15.
The Same Saving of 25
Per Cent
Holds good in our men's and boys' Over-
coats. Our splendid styles in
Cannot be bought elsewhere at' less thau
$10 to $12.
Better grades at $10 and $12.50. Dressy
and serviceable, not affected by rain or sun.
A SPECIAL OFFER
Guaranteed rain proof Reefer Overcoat, all
wool melton, just the thing for men who
weather 
work in all kinds of
Worth $7.50.
Sale of Nen's Odds and Ends In Snits
Sold before atChoice of lot 1 at
The chance of a life time for those
wanting an all wool suit for wort or $15, $18, 820
knock about.
Choice of lot 2 at —$3.150
These not so fine as lot 1, but nearly so.
Sale of lens Fancy Vests at $1.11, $1.51, Stet
Manufacturers' samples of this reason's Fancy Vests that
sell elsewhere at mow than double. We have sold many to Pa-
duoah's best dressers. Why not to yon, too
_ 
Shirt Sale Begins Today
One lot 50 dozen Men's Fancy Colored Madras and Per-
elle Shirts, $1 Ind $1.50 values, all sites, go on ale at 48c
THE MODEL
112 South Second Street.
Panneah's Cheap Cash Store. A Call Will Convince You.




I To consider in buying any kind ofa heater, and this is the leading
feature of our
ESTATE OAK HEATERS
They are built to last and give
good service.
For fifteen years these stoves
have been sold in Padueah•
Used more extensively than any
other heater offered for sale in the
city, we have yet to hear of a dis-
satisfied user.
Our Radiant Estate Base Burner
for bard coal needs no recom-
mendation fro , us. If you ex-
pect to need a base bmrner the
testimonials of your friends and
neighbors will be more convincing
than anything we might say.
We'll be glai to show you both
the heaters and the letters.
W. Henneberger. Co.
In Caorp•r•te
"The Houme of Quality." Sign of the Big Hatchet.
423-4114 Broadway
